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PREAMBLE

1. The Board of Directors of ENDESA approves these
Regulations which define the functions and
responsibilities of the Board itself, the rules and
procedures that regulate its conduct, and the rules
of conduct governing its members.

2. The Regulations were prepared bearing in mind the
rules relating to good corporate governance, all of
which in a context of the Company’s commitment
towards transparency in management.

First of all, they address the need to promote
transparency in the actions of the Company's
governing bodies and in all its relationships,
particularly with its own shareholders.

Second, they address the need to encourage
effective business management.

Third, the Regulations seek to enhance another
basic principle, namely, the possibility of making
Senior Management and the Board itself
accountable to the shareholders in their respective
areas of responsibility.

3. Based on these principles, the Regulations offer an
extensive range of provisions so that the Board can
perform its functions effectively:

a) First, they broadly describe the Board's brief
and, coupled with the more traditional tasks
and duties relating to the governance and
management of the Company, particularly
highlight the approval of each of the main
aspects of its business strategy, and the
promotion, oversight and evaluation of the
Company's management.

b) The development of the structure and
composition, per the Bylaws, of the Board itself
is another of the key aspects of the
Regulations. There must be no fewer than nine
nor more than fifteen Directors.

c) In connection with the officers of the
Company, the Regulations establish a
separation and differentiation of functions
between the Chairman and the Chief Executive
Officer: the Chairman, apart from representing
the Company, is responsible for promoting its
governance, paying particular attention to
business strategy, and directing the
functioning of the Board, whereas the Chief
Executive Officer is the highest authority on
business management.

The Executive Committee will have delegated
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authority from the Board to deal with matters
related to the management of the Company,
and will pay particular attention to overseeing
compliance with strategic and corporate
development guidelines, as well as monitor
implementation of budgets and oversee
corporate management.
The Audit and Compliance Committee will
ensure that internal audit procedures and
internal oversight systems are adequate; that
objective criteria are used to select the
external auditors and the Internal Audit
Manager; and, in general, that information on
the Company is correct and is consistent with
the principle of transparency. The specific brief
of this Committee will be to make it easier for
the shareholders of the Company to receive
sufficient information on its position and
prospects.

The Appointments and Compensation
Committee will report on the proposal,
appointment and vacation of office of Directors,
on their assignment to the Executive
Committee and Board Committees, and on
their compensation levels. It will also have an
oversight function in relation to Senior
Management of the Company as regards
appointment and vacation of office, the
evaluation of the policy on promotion, training
and recruitment of executives, their
compensation arrangements and levels, and
the allocation of posts and areas of
responsibility.

Lastly, the Board may set up Advisory Councils which,
without having the status of corporate bodies, can
discuss, study and report on issues related to their
responsibility in the definition of corporate strategy; in
particular, the prospects for change in the business
environment; market and industry projections;
technological advances; or new approaches to
corporate organization and to dealings between
enterprises against the backdrop of a globalized
economy.
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Article 1. Purpose

These Regulations seek to regulate the functions of the
Board, pursuant to the principle of transparency,
paying particular attention to the promotion,
supervision and oversight of the management of the
Company and its group, its organization and operation
and the rules of conduct governing its members.
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Article 2. Scope of application

2.1 These Regulations apply to the Board of Directors
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and its delegated bodies, internal committees, and
to Directors who, as members of the Board,
contribute towards forming the will of the said
body. The Directors must apprise themselves of,
and comply and ensure compliance with, these
Regulations.

2.2 The Board will adopt the appropriate measures so
that these Regulations are widely disseminated
among shareholders.
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Article 3. Interpretation

3.1 These Regulations supplement and are ancillary to
the provisions established for the Board by the
Corporate Bylaws and by corporate and securities
market legislation.

3.2 The Board is responsible for resolving any doubts
concerning the interpretation and application of
these Regulations, in accordance with such legal
and Bylaw provisions as may be applicable and in
conformity with the principles and
recommendations arising from the codes of
corporate governance best practices.
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Article 4. Amendments

4.1 The Board may introduce amendments to these
Regulations subject to the requirements imposed
in this Article.

4.2 The Chairman, or one third of the members of the
Board, may propose amendments where the
prevailing circumstances make such amendments
advisable or necessary in his or their opinion. To
such end, he or they will accompany with his or
their proposal a report justifying the reasons for
and scope of the amendments.

A Board meeting in such case must be called by
giving notice individually to each member of the
Board sufficiently in advance, accompanied by the
report justifying the proposed amendments.

4.3 Any amendment to the Regulations will require a
resolution adopted by the majority of the
members of the Board.

4.4 The Board of Directors will report on any
amendments resolved at the first General
Shareholders’ Meeting that is held.
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a) Executive Directors: Those directors who perform
duties of senior management or are employees of
the company or of its group shall be considered to
be executive directors.

b) External Dominical Directors (Shareholder
Directors): Those directors who own a shareholding
stake greater than or equal to that legally
considered to be significant or who have been
appointed as a consequence of their shareholder
status, even if their shareholding stake does not
reach the said amount, as well as those who
represent said shareholders, shall be deemed to be
dominical directors or shareholder directors.

c) External Independent Directors: Those directors
who, having been appointed in consideration of
their personal and professional qualities, may
perform their duties without being conditioned by
relations with the company, its significant
shareholders or its officers, shall be considered to
be independent directors.

d) Other Outside Directors: Those who do not hold
dominical (shareholder) director or independent
director status shall be considered to be Other
Outside Directors.

Proposals for the appointment or re-election of
Directors formulated by the Board shall be made in
respect of persons of recognized prestige who possess
the adequate experience and professional knowledge
for the performance of their duties and who assume a
commitment of sufficient dedication for the
performance of the tasks of the former.

The General Shareholders’ Meeting is responsible for
the appointment and removal of Board Members. The
office of Director is waivable, revocable and
reappointable.
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Article 6. Powers of the Board of Directors

6.1 Notwithstanding the powers reserved to the
Shareholders’ Meeting by law or the Bylaws, the
main objective of the Board is to promote the
governance of the Company and its Group, with
full authority in this connection to direct, manage
and represent the Company in the pursuit of the
activities of which its corporate purpose is
comprised.

Without prejudice to the foregoing, the work of the
Board of Directors will focus on the general
function of oversight, for which purpose its
functions will include defining the general strategy
and guidelines for managing the Company,
promoting and overseeing management by Senior
Executives, establishing the bases for the
corporate organization with a view to ensuring
that its efficiency is maximized, monitoring the
transparency and truthfulness of the Company's
information in its dealings with shareholders and
the markets in general, and overseeing its own
organization and functioning.

6.2 In relation to the general policies and strategies of
the Company, the Board is responsible for the
following:

a) Approving the Business Plan, investment and
financing policy, the definition of the Group’s
structure.

b) Approving the budgets of the Company,
setting the economic objectives and the basic
aspects of the general strategy, and the plans
and policies aimed at meeting those
objectives.

c) Determining the policy for reporting to and
communication with shareholders, the
markets and public opinion, through all
existing technological and communications
media.

d) Overseeing commercial, industrial or financial
agreements of strategic importance.

e) Establishing the corporate governance policy.

f) Establishing the corporate social responsibility
policy.

g) Establishing remuneration and job
performance policies for senior executives.

h) Setting the policy for risk control and
management, monitoring of internal control
and reporting systems.

i) Establishing the dividend and treasury stock
policies, all of which pursuant to the directives
and limits established by the General
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Shareholders’ Meeting.

6.3 In relation to management, the Board is
responsible for:

a) Promoting and overseeing the management
of the Company, as well as the meeting of the
objectives set.

b) Performing such functions as the
Shareholders Meeting may have entrusted to
the Board, which may only delegate such
functions if the resolution of the Shareholders
Meeting expressly so provides.

c) Resolving to form new companies or take up
holdings in existing companies which, due to
their amount or nature, are relevant for the
Company, and perform mergers, absorptions,
spin-offs or concentrations in which the
Company has an interest.

d) Approving acquisitions and disposals of
substantial assets and holdings in the capital
stock of companies, as well as any financial
transactions of the Company that have a
significant impact on the net worth position or
which, due to any circumstance, are
particularly significant.

e) Approving investments and divestments
which, due to their amount or nature,
significantly affect the net worth position or
the strategy of the Company.

f) Establishing general rules that regulate real
estate transactions not attached to industrial
investments and divestments.

g) Approving the issue of promissory notes,
debentures or other like securities.

h) Providing guarantees to secure obligations of
entities that are not Endesa investees.

i) Approving the assignment of rights to the
tradename and trademarks.

j) Overseeing commitments under employee
welfare arrangements that entail long-term
financial liabilities for the Company.

k) Setting the general rules for the appointment
of directors at investees and approving the
proposed appointment of such directors at
investees directly, as well as being apprised
of any appointments made at investees
indirectly and which will comply with the
aforementioned rules.

The Board will also approve proposed
appointments of directors at companies in
which ENDESA has a shareholding which,
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despite not being a majority holding, is stable
and of particular economic relevance.

l) Approving the rules and procedures for
appointments, vacation of office and
compensation applicable to Senior
Management, without prejudice to the powers
of the Committee established for the purpose
and the powers, in this connection, of the
Chief Executive Officer.

m) Regulating the procurement policy for assets,
works and services of the Company.

6.4 In relation to organization and functioning, the
Board is responsible for:

a) Determining the powers and authorities which
may be delegated to the Managing Director.

b) Appointing Directors, if a vacancy arises, until
the first General Shareholders Meeting is held,
and accepting the resignation of Directors.

c) Appointing and removing the Directors who are
to form part of the Executive Committee and
the Committees provided for in these
Regulations, and delegating powers to the
Executive Committee, the Chairman, the Chief
Executive Officer and, exceptionally, the
Committees established in these Regulations.

d) Designating and revoking the appointments of
the Chairman and the Deputy Chairmen of the
Board, and designating and revoking, at the
Chairman's proposal, the appointments of the
Chief Executive Officer and the Secretary of the
Board.

e) Approving at the proposal of the Chief
Executive Officer, the appointment and
eventual removal of senior executives, as well
as their indemnity clauses, without prejudice to
the competencies of the Appointments and
Compensation Committee.

f) Establishing the general organizational
principles of the Company and its Group.

6.5 On an annual basis, the Board shall evaluate:

a) The quality and efficiency of the functioning of
the Board.

b) The performance of their duties by the
Chairman of the Board and by the Chief
Executive Officer, starting from the report
presented to it by the Appointments and
Compensation Committee.

c) The functioning of its Committees, starting
from the reporting presented to it by said
Committees.
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6.6 The Board will also be responsible, to the extent
legally possible, for establishing the bases for
proper and efficient coordination between the
Company and its investees, in all cases respecting
the decision-making independence of their
managing bodies and executives in conformity
with the Company's own interests and those of
each of its investees.

6.7 The Board of Directors shall issue Regulations that
regulate related party transactions, subject to the
law.

The responsibilities set forth in the preceding letters,
relating to the functions of the Board, are without
limitation and are deemed to also include any other
powers which, although not expressly referred to but
relating to those functions, can be regarded as being
necessarily for the attention and decision of the Board
itself, whether by reason of their being analogous or
corresponding to, or inferred by, the powers set forth.

The Board of Directors may approve rules that
implement and coordinate the exercise of these
competencies
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Article 7. Specific functions relating to the
financial statements, management report and
report on corporate governance

7.1 After the appropriate report from the Audit and
Compliance Committee, the Board will formally
prepare the individual and consolidated financial
statements and management reports in clear and
precise terms so as to facilitate a proper
understanding of their contents. The Board will
take care to ensure that they present a true and
fair view of the net worth, the financial position,
and the results of the Company, pursuant to the
provisions of the Law.

7.2 Before approving the formal preparation of the
financial statements as required by the Law, all
directors must have the necessary information for
doing so and may, if appropriate, express such
reservations as they deem appropriate.

7.3 Each year the Board of Directors will approve a
report on corporate governance in such terms as
may be established by statute or regulations.
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Article 8. Specific securities market-related
functions

8.1. The Board will perform directly or delegate as
many functions as may be required by virtue of
ENDESA's status as a listed company.

8.2. In particular, the Board will perform the following
specific securities market-related functions directly
or through the Audit and Compliance Committee:
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a) Overseeing the establishment of internal
control mechanisms for periodic public
information of a financial nature and, in
general, information for the financial markets
as well as information on as many facts,
decisions or circumstances as may be material
to the market price of the shares with a view to
promoting as far as possible the proper
formation of the prices of the shares of the
Company, avoiding, in particular, manipulation
and abuses of insider information.

b) Approving the Company's Regulations on
Conduct in relation to Securities Markets.

A) Overseeing the establishment of internal
control mechanisms for periodic public
information of a financial nature and, in
general, information for the financial markets
as well as information on as many facts,
decisions or circumstances as may be material
to the market price of the shares with a view to
promoting as far as possible the proper
formation of the prices of the shares of the
Company, avoiding, in particular, manipulation
and abuses of insider information.

B) Approving the Company's Regulations on
Conduct in relation to Securities Markets.

Article 9. Principles governing conduct

9.1 The Board will particularly safeguard the interests
of all the shareholders at all times in conformity
with whatever is required in the corporate interest.

9.2 The Board will also establish as many mechanisms
as may be necessary to scrutinize any decisions
adopted by any of its members or corporate
bodies where delegated functions are performed.

9.3 The Board will be collectively accountable to the
General Shareholders’ Meeting for its decisions.
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Article 10. Call notices and venue for Board
meetings

10.1 The Board will meet at least once every two
months. Regular Board Meetings will deal with
general matters relating to the conduct of the
Company's business, and the items on the
agenda. At these periodic meetings, the Board
will receive information on the most significant
business management aspects, as well as on any
situations foreseeably critical to the Company
and on any actions proposed by Senior
Management to deal with them.

10.2 The Chairman may call a Board Meeting as often
as he deems appropriate. Calling a meeting shall
be compulsory when requested by at least two
directors.

The Chairman will set the agenda for all Board
Meetings. One third of the members of the Board
may, prior to the holding of the Meeting, request
the inclusion of such items as they may see fit to
deal with.

Once the meeting has been called to order, each
director may propose other agenda items not
initially contemplated.

10.3 Call notices for Board Meetings will be served by
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Meetings. One third of the members of the
Board may, prior to the holding of the Meeting,
request the inclusion of such items as they may
see fit to deal with.

Once the meeting has been called to order, each
Director may propose other agenda items not
initially contemplated.

10.3 Call notices for Board Meetings will be served by



mail, e-mail or any other means of remote
communication on each of the Directors at least
forty-eight hours prior to the date set for the
Meeting in question and will include the agenda.

The Chairman may, for reasons of urgency, call a Board
Meeting by any of these means or even by telephone
without giving the stipulated minimum prior notice. The
urgency must be discerned by the majority of the
attendees before the Meeting begins.

10.4 Board Meetings will take place normally at the
registered office of the Company but may be
held elsewhere, as determined by the Chairman
and indicated in the call notice, in conformity
with the provisions of the Bylaws of the
Company.

10.5 Board meetings may be held in one or several
rooms simultaneously provided that the
interactivity and intercommunication in real time
by means of audiovisual or telephone systems
and, therefore, the unison of the meeting, is
guaranteed. In such case, the system of
connection and, as the case may be, the places
where the necessary technical means for
attending and participating at the Meeting are
available will be stated in the meeting notice.
Resolutions shall be deemed to have been
adopted in the place where the Chairman is
located.

Without prejudice to the foregoing, and unless
precluded by Law, resolutions may be adopted in
writing in lieu of a meeting, subject to the requisites
and formalities established by the Mercantile Registry
Regulations.

mail, e-mail or any other means of remote
communication on each of the Directors at least
forty-eight hours prior to the date set for the
Meeting in question and will include the agenda.

The Chairman may, for reasons of urgency, call a
Board Meeting by any of these means or even by
telephone without giving the stipulated minimum prior
notice. The urgency must be discerned by the majority
of the attendees before the Meeting begins.

10.4 Board Meetings will take place normally at the
registered office of the Company but may be
held elsewhere, as determined by the Chairman
and indicated in the call notice, in conformity
with the provisions of the Bylaws of the
Company.

10.5 Board meetings may be held in one or several
rooms simultaneously provided that the
interactivity and intercommunication in real time
by means of audiovisual or telephone systems
and, therefore, the unison of the meeting, is
guaranteed. In such case, the system of
connection and, as the case may be, the places
where the necessary technical means for
attending and participating at the Meeting are
available will be stated in the meeting notice.
Resolutions shall be deemed to have been
adopted in the place where the Chairman is
located.

Without prejudice to the foregoing, and unless
precluded by Law, resolutions may be adopted in
writing in lieu of a meeting, subject to the requisites
and formalities established by the Mercantile Registry
Regulations.



Article 11. Convening of, and representation and
adoption of resolutions at Board Meetings

11.1 Board Meetings shall be validly assembled if
one half plus one of the members of the Board
attend in person or through a representative.

11.2 Each Director may have another member of the
Board represent him in accordance with the
provisions of the Company's Bylaws.

11.3 Resolutions must be adopted with the favorable
vote of the absolute majority of the Directors
attending the meeting in person or by proxy. In
the event of a tie the Chairman, or Acting
Chairman, will have the tie-breaking vote.
Voting in writing in lieu of a meeting will only
be permitted if no Director objects to this
procedure and the requirements established by
corporate legislation are satisfied.

Article 11. Convening of, and representation and
adoption of resolutions at Board Meetings

11.1 The Board of Directors shall be validly
assembled if one half plus one of the members
of the Board attend in person or through a
representative. when the majority of its
Members attends the meeting, in person or by
proxy.

11.2 Each Director may have another member of the
Board represent him in accordance with the
provisions of the Company's Bylaws.

11.3 Resolutions must be adopted with the favorable
vote of the absolute majority of the Directors
attending the meeting in person or by proxy. In
the event of a tie the Chairman, or Acting
Chairman, will have the tie-breaking vote.
Voting in writing in lieu of a meeting will only be
permitted if no Director objects to this
procedure and the requirements established by
corporate legislation are satisfied.

Article 12. Executive Committee and Committees
of the Board of Directors

12.1 The Executive Committee, the Audit and
Compliance Committee and the Appointments
and Compensation Committee are created in
conformity with the Bylaws.

The latter two Committees will have study and
proposal functions and, as the case may be,
decision-making power in such matters as are
determined by these Regulations or delegated by
the Board.

The composition of the aforementioned bodies
must reasonably reflect the structure of the
Board.

12.2 As part of its organizational power and in order to
best perform its functions, the Board of Directors
may create other Committees and decide on their
powers and composition.

Article 12. Executive Committee and Committees
of the Board of Directors

12.1 The Executive Committee, the Audit and
Compliance Committee and the Appointments
and Compensation Committee are created in
conformity with the Bylaws.

The latter two Committees will have study and
proposal functions and, as the case may be,
decision-making power in such matters as are
determined by these Regulations or delegated by
the Board.

The composition of the aforementioned bodies
must reasonably reflect the structure of the
Board.

12.2 As part of its organizational power and in order to
best perform its functions, the Board of Directors
may create other Committees and decide on their
powers and composition.

Article 13. Executive Committee

13.1 The Executive Committee will be composed of at
least five and not more than seven Directors,
including the Chairman and the Managing
Director.

The Chairman of the Board of Directors will chair
Executive Committee and the Secretary of the
Board of Directors will act as such on the
Executive Committee. The rules on substituting
such officers are as stipulated for the Board of
Directors.

Article 13. Executive Committee

13.1 The Executive Committee will be composed of
at least five and not more than seven Directors,
including the Chairman and the Managing
Director.

The Chairman of the Board of Directors will
chair Executive Committee and the Secretary of
the Board of Directors will act as such on the
Executive Committee. The rules on substituting
such officers are as stipulated for the Board of
Directors.



13.2 The Executive Committee has the power to adopt
resolutions pursuant to the powers delegated to
it by the Board.

13.3 The appointment of the members of the
Executive Committee will require the affirmative
vote of at least two thirds of the members of the
Board.

13.4 Resolutions of the Executive Committee on
matters for which it has been delegated powers
by the Board must be implemented as soon as
they have been adopted. However, in cases
where, in the opinion of the Chairman or of the
majority of the members of the Executive
Committee, the importance of the matter so
advises, the resolutions of the Executive
Committee will be submitted for subsequent
ratification by the Board.

13.5 The Secretary of the Executive Committee, who
will be the Secretary of the Board, will draw up
minutes of the resolutions adopted, and apprise
the Board of them in its next meeting.

13.2 The Executive Committee has the power to
adopt resolutions pursuant to the powers
delegated to it by the Board.

13.3 The appointment of the members of the
Executive Committee will require the favorable
vote of at least two thirds of the members of
the Board.

13.4 Resolutions of the Executive Committee on
matters for which it has been delegated powers
by the Board must be implemented as soon as
they have been adopted. However, in cases
where, in the opinion of the Chairman or of the
majority of the members of the Executive
Committee, the importance of the matter so
advises, the resolutions of the Executive
Committee will be submitted for subsequent
ratification by the Board.

13.5 The Secretary of the Executive Committee, who
will be the Secretary of the Board, will draw up
minutes of the resolutions adopted, and apprise
the Board of them in its next meeting.

Article 14. Audit and Compliance Committee

14.1 The Audit and Compliance Committee will
comprise a minimum of four and a maximum of
six members of the Board of Directors appointed
with the favorable vote of the majority of the
Board itself. Non-executive directors must form a
majority of its members.

14.2 The Chairman of the Auditing and Compliance
Committee shall be appointed by the Board of
Directors from among the non-executive
directors, with the favorable vote of the majority
of the Board itself. The Chairman must be
substituted every four years and may be re-
elected after one year after his vacating office
has lapsed.

In the Chairman's absence, the Committee
member designated provisionally by the Board of
Directors will substitute him and, failing this, the
oldest Committee member.

14.3 The Board of Directors shall strive to appoint the
members of the Audit and Compliance
Committee, especially its Chairman, bearing in
mind their knowledge and experience in
accounting, auditing or risk management.

Article 14. Audit and Compliance Committee

14.1 The Audit and Compliance Committee will
comprise a minimum of four and a maximum of
six members of the Board of Directors appointed
with the favorable vote of the majority of the
Board itself. Non-executive Directors must form a
majority of its members. At least one of the
members of the Audit and Compliance Committee
shall be independent and shall be appointed in
consideration of his or her knowledge and
experience in the area of accounting, auditing or
both.

14.2 The Chairman of the Auditing and Compliance
Committee shall be appointed by the Board of
Directors from among the non-executive
Directors or members who do not hold
management or executive duties at the entity,
nor maintain a contractual relationship other than
the condition by which they are appointed, with
the favorable vote of the majority of the Board
itself. The Chairman must be substituted every
four years and may be re-elected after one year
after his vacating office has lapsed.

In the Chairman's absence, the Committee
member designated provisionally by the Board of
Directors will substitute for him and, failing this,
the oldest Committee member.

14.3 The Board of Directors shall strive to appoint the
members of the Audit and Compliance
Committee, especially its Chairman, bearing in
mind their knowledge and experience in
accounting, auditing or risk management.



14.4 The Audit and Compliance Committee will meet
as often as convened by its Chairman, when so
resolved by the majority of its members or at the
request of the Board of Directors. Committee
meetings will take place at the Company's
registered offices or at such other venue as may
be determined by the Chairman and stated in the
meeting notice.

Committee meetings will be validly assembled
when the majority of the Committee members
attend in person or by proxy.

14.5 Resolutions must be adopted with the favorable
vote of the majority of directors attending the
meeting. In the event of a tie, the Chairman or
Acting Chairman, will have the tie-breaking vote.

14.6 The Audit and Compliance Committee may seek
external advice, when it deems necessary for the
performance of its duties as well as summon any
employee or officer of the company.

14.7 The Secretary of the Committee shall be that of
the Board of Directors who will draft the minutes
of the resolutions passed thereat and the Board
will be informed of these resolutions.

14.8 The main task of the Committee is to promote
good corporate governance and ensure the
transparency of all actions of the Company in the
economic and financial area and external and
compliance audits and internal audits, and in any
event it will be entrusted with the following
functions:

a) Report any matters proposed by Shareholders
on matters of its competence to the General
Shareholders Meeting.

b) Propose to the Board of Directors for
submission to the Shareholders Meeting the
appointment of the external auditors in
conformity with Article 57 of the Bylaws.

c) Supervise the services of internal auditing.

d) Become acquainted with and supervise the
financial reporting process and with the
company’s information and internal control
systems, including, among others, the
following functions.

1. Supervise the preparation process and the
integrity of the financial information
relating to the company and, as the case
may be, to the group, reviewing
compliance with regulatory requisites, the
adequate delineation of the consolidation
perimeter and the correct application of
accounting criteria.

14.4 The Audit and Compliance Committee will meet
as often as convened by its Chairman, when so
resolved by the majority of its members or at the
request of the Board of Directors. Committee
meetings will take place at the Company's
registered offices or at such other venue as may
be determined by the Chairman and stated in the
meeting notice.

Committee meetings will be validly assembled
when the majority of the Committee members
attend in person or by proxy.

14.5 Resolutions must be adopted with the favorable
vote of the majority of the Directors attending the
meeting. In the event of a tie, the Chairman or
Acting Chairman, will have the tie-breaking vote.

14.6 The Audit and Compliance Committee may seek
external advice, when it deems necessary for the
performance of its duties as well as summon any
employee or officer of the Company.

14.7 The Secretary of the Committee shall be that of
the Board of Directors who will draft the minutes
of the resolutions passed thereat and the Board
will be informed of these resolutions.

14.8 The main task of the Committee is to promote
good corporate governance and ensure the
transparency of all actions of the Company in the
economic and financial area and external and
compliance audits and internal audits, and in any
event it will be entrusted with the following
functions:

A) Report any matters proposed by
Shareholders on matters of its competence to
the General Shareholders' Meeting.

B) Propose the auditors or audit firms to the
Board of Directors who will refer this issue to
the General Shareholders' Meeting, pursuant
to Article 58 of the Company's Bylaws.

C) Supervise the services of internal auditing.
the efficiency of the Company’s Internal
Control System and risk management
systems, as well as discuss with the auditors
or auditing companies the significant
weaknesses of the internal control system
detected in performing the audit.

D) Become acquainted with and supervise the
financial reporting process and with the
company’s information and internal control
systems, including, among others, the
following functions. Supervise the process for
preparation and presentation of regulated
financial reporting.

1. Supervise the preparation process and the



2. Periodically review the internal control and
risk management systems, in order that
the principal risk may be identified,
managed and adequately known.

3. Strive for the independence and efficiency
of the internal auditing function; propose
the selection, appointment, re-election and
removal of the person responsible for the
internal auditing service; propose the
budget for such service; receive periodic
information on its activities; and verify
that senior management takes into
consideration the conclusions and
recommendations of its reports.

4. Establish and supervise a mechanism that
allows employees to communicate
confidentially and, if deemed appropriate,
anonymously, any potentially important
irregularities, especially financial and
accounting ones, observed from within the
company.

e) Liaise with the external auditors and, in
particular:

1. Bring before the Board the proposals
relating to selection, appointment, re-
election and substitution of the external
auditor, as well as the conditions for
contracting same.

2. Regularly receive from the external
auditor information on the audit plan
and the results of the execution thereof,
and verify that senior management
bears in mind its recommendations.

3. Ensure the independence of the
external auditor and, for such purpose:

i) That the company report as a
material fact to the Spanish
Securities Market Commission
(Comisión Nacional del Mercado de
Valores; CNMV) the change of
auditor and accompany a declaration
on the eventual existence of
disagreements with the outgoing
auditor and, if any, the content
thereof.

ii) That it be ensured that the company
and the auditor respect rules in force
on the provision of non-auditing
services, limits on the concentration
of the auditor’s business and, in
general, further rules established in
order to ensure the independence of
the auditors;

iii) That in case of resignation of the

integrity of the financial information
relating to the company and, as the case
may be, to the group, reviewing
compliance with regulatory requisites, the
adequate delineation of the consolidation
perimeter and the correct application of
accounting criteria.

2. Periodically review the internal control
and risk management systems, in order
that the principal risk may be identified,
managed and adequately known.

E) Supervise the internal auditing services,
which includes, inter alia, the following
duties:

1. (3) Strive for the independence and
efficiency of the internal auditing
function; propose the selection,
appointment, re-election and removal of
the person responsible for the internal
auditing service; propose the budget for
such service; receive periodic information
on its activities; and verify that senior
management takes into consideration the
conclusions and recommendations of its
reports.

2. (4) Establish and supervise a mechanism
that allows employees to communicate
confidentially and, if deemed
appropriate, anonymously, any
potentially important irregularities,
especially financial and accounting ones,
observed from within the Company.

F) Liaise with the extermal auditors auditors or
audit firms and, in particular:

1. Bring before the Board the proposals
relating to selection, appointment, re-
election and substitution of the external
auditor, as well as the conditions for
contracting same.

2. Regularly receive from the external
auditor information on the audit plan and
the results of the execution thereof, and
verify that senior management bears in
mind its recommendations.

3. Ensure the independence of the external
auditor and, for such purpose:

i) The Audit and Compliance Committee
shall receive annually from the
auditors or auditing companies written
confirmation of their independence
vis-à-vis the Company and/or entities
directly or indirectly related to the
Company, as well as information on
the additional services of any type



external auditor, it examine the
circumstances motivating same.

4. In the case of groups, to favor that the
group’s auditor assume the
responsibility for the audits of the
companies forming the group.

These duties will be deemed to be without limitation
and without prejudice to such other duties as may be
entrusted to the Committee by the Board of Directors.

14.9 The person responsible for internal auditing
shall present to the Audit and Compliance
Committee its annual work plan; it shall report
directly on any incidents which occur in
development thereof; and it shall present at the
end of each fiscal year an activities report.

14.10 The Audit Committee shall report to the Board,
prior to the adoption by the latter of the
pertinent decisions, on the following matters:

a) The financial information which, due to its
status as a listed company, the company
must make public periodically. The
Committee shall ensure that the
intermediate financial statements are
formulated pursuant to the same
accounting criteria as the annual financial
statements and, for such purpose, shall
consider the appropriateness of a limited
review of the external auditor.

b) The creation or acquisition of stakes in
special purpose vehicles or entities
domiciled in countries or territories
considered to be tax havens, as well as any
other transactions or operations of an
analogous nature which, due to their
complexity, may discredit the transparency
of the group.

c) Related party transactions, in the terms
regulated by the Board of Directors

rendered.

ii) The Audit and Compliance Committee
shall issue annually, prior to the
issuance of the auditors’ report, a
report which will express an opinion
on the independence of the auditors or
auditing companies. This report must
in any case pronounce on the
provision of the additional services
referred to in the above section.

iii) (i) That the Company report as a
material fact to the Spanish Securities
Market Commission (Comisión
Nacional del Mercado de Valores;
CNMV) the change of auditor and
accompany a declaration on the
eventual existence of disagreements
with the outgoing auditor and, if any,
the content thereof.

iv) (ii) That it be ensured that the
Company and the auditor respect rules
in force on the provision of non-
auditing services, limits on the
concentration of the auditor’s business
and, in general, further rules
established in order to ensure the
independence of the auditors;

v) (iii) That in case of resignation of the
auditor, it examine the circumstances
motivating same.

4. In the case of groups, to favor that the
group’s auditor assume the responsibility
for the audits of the companies forming
the group.

G) Report on proposals for amending the
company’s Code of Ethics.

These duties will be deemed to be without limitation
and without prejudice to such other duties as may be
entrusted to the Committee by the Board of Directors.

14.9 The person responsible for internal auditing
shall present to the Audit and Compliance
Committee its annual work plan; it shall report
directly on any incidents which occur in
development thereof; and it shall present at the
end of each fiscal year an activities report.

14.10 The Audit Committee shall report to the Board,
prior to the adoption by the latter of the
pertinent decisions, on the following matters:

A) The financial information which, due to its
status as a listed company, the Company
must make public periodically. The
Committee shall ensure that the
intermediate financial statements are



formulated pursuant to the same accounting
criteria as the annual financial statements
and, for such purpose, shall consider the
appropriateness of a limited review of the
external auditor.

B) The creation or acquisition of stakes in
special purpose vehicles or entities domiciled
in countries or territories considered to be
tax havens, as well as any other transactions
or operations of an analogous nature which,
due to their complexity, may discredit the
transparency of the group.

C) Related party transactions, in the terms
regulated by the Board of Directors.

Article 15. Appointments and Compensation
Committee

15.1 The Appointments and Compensations
Committee shall be formed by a minimum of four
and a maximum of six members of the Board of
Directors, appointed with the favorable vote of
the majority of the Board itself. Non-executive
directors must form a majority of its members.

The Board of Directors shall strive to appoint the
members of the Appointments and
Compensation Committee, taking into
consideration their knowledge, aptitudes and
experience.

15.2 The Chairman of the Appointments and
Compensations Committee shall be appointed by
the Board of Directors from among the non-
executive directors, with the favorable vote of
the majority of the Board itself. The Chairman
must be substituted every four years and may be
re-elected after one year after his vacating office
has lapsed.

In the Chairman's absence, the Committee
member designated provisionally by the Board of
Directors will substitute him and, failing this, the
oldest Committee member.

15.3 The Appointments and Compensations
Committee will meet as often as convened by its
Chairman, when so resolved by the majority of
its members or at the request of the Board of
Directors. Committee meetings will take place at
the Company's registered offices or at such other
venue as may be determined by the Chairman
and stated in the meeting notice.

Committee meetings will be validly assembled
when the majority of the Committee members
attend in person or by proxy.

15.4 Resolutions must be adopted with the favorable
vote of the majority of directors attending the

Article 15. Appointments and Compensation
Committee

15.1 The Appointments and Compensation Committee
shall be formed by a minimum of four and a
maximum of six members of the Board of
Directors, appointed with the favorable vote of
the majority of the Board itself. Non-executive
Directors must form a majority of its members.

The Board of Directors shall strive to appoint the
members of the Appointments and
Compensation Committee, taking into
consideration their knowledge, aptitudes and
experience.

15.2 The Chairman of the Appointments and
Compensation Committee shall be appointed by
the Board of Directors from among the non-
executive Directors, with the favorable vote of
the majority of the Board itself. The Chairman
must be removed every four years and may be
re-elected after one year after his removal has
lapsed.

In the Chairman's absence, the Committee
member designated provisionally by the Board of
Directors will substitute for him and, failing this,
the oldest Committee member.

15.3 The Appointments and Compensation Committee
will meet as often as convened by its Chairman,
when so resolved by the majority of its members
or at the request of the Board of Directors.
Committee meetings will take place at the
Company's registered offices or at such other
venue as may be determined by the Chairman
and stated in the meeting notice.

Committee meetings will be validly assembled
when the majority of the Committee members
attend in person or by proxy.

15.4 Resolutions must be adopted with the favorable
vote of the majority of the Directors attending



meeting. In the event of a tie, the Chairman or
Acting Chairman, will have the tie-breaking vote.

15.5 The Appointments and Compensation Committee
may seek external advice, when it deems
necessary for the performance of its duties.

15.6 The Secretary of the Committee shall be that of
the Board of Directors who will draft the minutes
of the resolutions passed thereat and the Board
will be informed of these resolutions.

15.7 The Appointments and Compensation Committee
will be entrusted with, among other functions,
the functions of reporting on and proposing the
appointment of the members of the Board of
Directors, whether in the event of co-optation or
for proposal to the Shareholders’ Meeting,
guaranteeing that the selection procedures do
not suffer from implicit flaws which impair the
selection of female directors. Furthermore, it
shall report on their remuneration.

The Committee will also be entrusted with the
following functions:

a) To evaluate the competencies, knowledge
and experience necessary on the Board.
Consequently, to define the functions and
aptitudes necessary in the candidates to
cover each vacancy, and evaluate the time
and dedication required in order that they
may properly perform their mandate.

b) To propose to the Board of Directors the
members to form part of the Executive
Committee and each one of the Committees.

c)To report to the Board of Directors on
ENDESA Senior Management appointments
and removals, and on Chief Executive
appointments at Enersis, Chilectra and
Endesa Chile.

d) To approve the compensation of the
members of Senior Management in the
terms defined in the preceding section.

e) To decide on the adoption of compensation
arrangements for Senior Management that
take into account the earnings of the
companies. Also, it must ascertain and
assess the Company's policy on executives,
particularly in the areas of training,
promotion and recruitment.

f) To determine the specific rules on
relationships between the Chairman, and the
Chief Executive Officer, and the Company.

g) To prepare, amend and approve the Charter
Governing Senior Management.

the meeting. In the event of a tie, the Chairman
or Acting Chairman, will have the tie-breaking
vote.

15.5 The Appointments and Compensation Committee
may seek external advice, when it deems
necessary for the performance of its duties.

15.6 The Secretary of the Committee shall be that of
the Board of Directors who will draft the minutes
of the resolutions passed thereat and the Board
will be informed of these resolutions.

15.7 The Appointments and Compensation Committee
will be entrusted with, among other functions,
the functions of reporting on and proposing the
appointment of the members of the Board of
Directors, whether in the event of co-optation or
for proposal to the General Shareholders’
Meeting, guaranteeing that the selection
procedures do not suffer from implicit flaws which
impair the selection of female Directors.
Furthermore, it shall report on their
remuneration.

The Committee will also be entrusted with the
following functions:

A) To evaluate the competencies, knowledge
and experience necessary on the Board.
Consequently, to define the functions and
aptitudes necessary in the candidates to
cover each vacancy, and evaluate the time
and dedication required in order that they
may properly perform their mandate.

B) To propose to the Board of Directors the
members to form part of the Executive
Committee and each one of the Committees.

C) To report to the Board of Directors on
ENDESA Senior Management appointments
and removals, and on Chief Executive
appointments at Enersis, Chilectra and
Endesa Chile.

D) To approve the compensation of the
members of Senior Management in the
terms defined in the preceding section.

E) To decide on the adoption of compensation
arrangements for Senior Management that
take into account the earnings of the
companies. Also, it must ascertain and
assess the Company's policy on executives,
particularly in the areas of training,
promotion and recruitment.

F) To determine the specific rules on
relationships between the Chairman, and the
Managing Director, and the Company.

G) To prepare, amend and approve the Charter



h) To strive for the observance of the
remuneration policy established by the
company.

These duties will be deemed to be without
limitation and without prejudice to such other
duties as may be entrusted to the Committee by
the Board of Directors. The Board may require
the Committee to prepare reports on matters
falling specifically within its jurisdiction.

The Appointments and Compensation Committee shall
consult the Chairman and the Chief Executive Officer of
the company, especially when dealing with matters
relating to executive directors and senior officers. Any
director may request that the Appointments Committee
take into consideration, if deemed suitable, potential
candidates to fill vacancies in the position of director.

Governing Senior Management.

H) To strive for the observance of the
remuneration policy established by the
Company.

These duties will be deemed to be without
limitation and without prejudice to such other
duties as may be entrusted to the Committee by
the Board of Directors. The Board may require
the Committee to prepare reports on matters
falling specifically within its jurisdiction.

The Appointments and Compensation Committee shall
consult the Chairman and the Managing Director of the
Company, especially when dealing with matters relating
to executive Directors and senior officers. Any Director
may request that the Appointments Committee take
into consideration, if deemed suitable, potential
candidates to fill vacancies in the position of Director.

Article 16. Advisory Councils

16.1 The Board may resolve to set up Advisory
Councils which, without the status of corporate
bodies, can study and report on such issues as
the Board may deem to be of interest to the
performance of its functions.

16.2 The Board will, at the Chairman's proposal,
approve the appointments of Advisory Council
members who must be individuals of renowned
prestige by virtue of their professional
credentials in Spain or abroad.

16.3 The Board will also, at the Chairman's proposal,
approve the matters to be studied by the
Advisory Council members and, in particular,
those aimed at attaining enhanced knowledge of
the Company's environment and of the prospects
for change in the Spanish and international
markets, development in applied technologies or
in the organization of enterprises, as well as the
integration and consolidation of the Group's
companies.

Article 16. Advisory Councils

16.1 The Board may resolve to set up Advisory
Councils which, without the status of corporate
bodies, can study and report on such issues as
the Board may deem to be of interest to the
performance of its functions.

16.2 The Board will, at the Chairman's proposal,
approve the appointments of Advisory Council
members who must be individuals of renowned
prestige by virtue of their professional
credentials in Spain or abroad.

16.3 The Board will also, at the Chairman's proposal,
approve the matters to be studied by the
Advisory Council members and, in particular,
those aimed at attaining enhanced knowledge
of the Company's environment and of the
prospects for change in the Spanish and
international markets, development in applied
technologies or in the organization of
enterprises, as well as the integration and
consolidation of the Group's companies.



Article 17. Relations with the shareholders in
general

17.1 The Board will establish the proper mechanisms
to be apprised of any proposals that
shareholders may make in relation to the
management of the Company.

17.2 The Board will oversee any information systems
that may be established by the Company for the
various groups of shareholders, without this
entailing any privilege for any of them.

17.3 The Board of Directors, subject to a report by the
Audit and Compliance Committee, shall approve
on an annual basis a report on the Company’s
corporate governance with the contents legally
applicable, together with those which, as the
case may be, it deems appropriate.

The annual corporate governance report shall be
made public at the time the Annual General
Shareholders’ Meeting is convened or prior to the
calling thereof. The report shall have the
dissemination provided by law.

17.4 The Company shall maintain a corporate website
for the information of shareholders and investors
on which, the information provided by law, inter
alia, shall be made public.

Article 17. Relations with the shareholders in
general

17.1 The Board will establish the proper
mechanisms to be apprised of any proposals
that shareholders may make in relation to the
management of the Company.

17.2 The Board will oversee any information
systems that may be established by the
Company for the various groups of
shareholders, without this entailing any
privilege for any of them.

17.3 The Board of Directors, subject to a report by
the Audit and Compliance Committee, shall
approve on an annual basis a report on the
Company’s corporate governance with the
contents legally applicable, together with those
which, as the case may be, it deems
appropriate.

The annual corporate governance report shall
be made public at the time the Annual General
Shareholders’ Meeting is convened or prior to
the calling thereof. The report shall have the
dissemination provided by law.

17.4 The Company shall maintain a corporate
website for the information of shareholders and
investors on which, the information provided by
law, inter alia, shall be made public.

Article 18. Relations with the Shareholders
Meeting

The Board will, by furnishing the due information,
encourage the participation of shareholders at
Shareholders Meetings, as provided for in the
Shareholders Meeting Regulations.

The Board will adopt such measures as may be
appropriate to facilitate performance by the
Shareholders’ Meeting of the functions specific to it
pursuant to the Law, the Corporate Bylaws and the
Shareholders Meeting Regulations.

Article 18. Relations with the General
Shareholders’ Meeting

The Board will, by furnishing the due information,
encourage the participation of shareholders at
Shareholders Meetings, as provided for in the General
Shareholders’ Meeting Regulations.

The Board will adopt such measures as may be
appropriate to facilitate performance by the General
Shareholders’ Meeting of the functions specific to it
pursuant to the Law, the Corporate Bylaws and the
Shareholders Meeting Regulations.

Article 19. Relations with the Auditors

The Board will, either directly or through the Audit and
Compliance Committee, forge an objective, professional
and ongoing relationship with the Company's external
auditors appointed by the Shareholders Meeting; it will
respect their independence and arrange for them to be
furnished with all the necessary information.

The relationship referred to in the preceding paragraph
and with the Internal Audit Manager will normally be
conducted through the Audit and Compliance
Committee.

Article 19. Relations with the Auditors

The Board will, either directly or through the Audit and
Compliance Committee, forge an objective,
professional and ongoing relationship with the
Company's auditors appointed by the General
Shareholders’ Meeting; it will respect their
independence and arrange for them to be furnished
with all the necessary information.

The relationship referred to in the preceding paragraph
and with the Internal Audit Manager will normally be
conducted through the Audit and Compliance



The Board of Directors shall strive to present the
financial statements to the General Shareholders’
Meeting without reservations or exceptions in the
auditors’ report and, in the exceptional cases in which
they exist, both the Chairman of the Audit Committee
as well as the auditors shall clearly explain to the
shareholders the contents and scope of said
reservations or exceptions.

Committee.

The Board of Directors shall strive to present the
financial statements to the General Shareholders’
Meeting without reservations or exceptions in the
auditors’ report and, in the exceptional cases in which
they exist, both the Chairman of the Audit Committee
as well as the auditors shall clearly explain to the
shareholders the contents and scope of said
reservations or exceptions.

Article 20. Relations with Senior Management.

The Board may request information on the actions of
Senior Management of the Company and may ask for
such explanations as it sees fit. The request will be
made by the Chairman through the Board Secretary
and will be conveyed by the Chief Executive Officer.

Article 20. Relations with Senior Management.

The Board may request information on the actions of
Senior Management of the Company and may ask for
such explanations as it sees fit. The request will be
made by the Chairman through the Board Secretary
and will be conveyed by the Managing Director.

Article 21. Appointment of Directors

The Shareholders Meeting or, as the case may be, the
Board will be responsible for appointing Board members
in conformity with the provisions of the Corporations
Law and the Corporate Bylaws.

The proposal for appointment or re-election of Directors
brought by the Board of Directors to the General
Shareholders’ Meeting shall be approved by the Board
of Directors at the proposal of the Appointments and
Compensation Committee, in the case of Independent
Directors, and following a report by said Committee in
the case of the remaining directors.

Article 21. Appointment of Directors

The General Shareholders’ Meeting or, as the case may
be, the Board will be responsible for appointing Board
members in conformity with the provisions of the
Capital Corporations Law and the Corporate Bylaws.

The proposal for appointment or re-election of
Directors brought by the Board of Directors to the
General Shareholders’ Meeting shall be approved by
the Board of Directors at the proposal of the
Appointments and Compensation Committee, in the
case of Independent Directors, and following a report
by said Committee in the case of the remaining
Directors.

Article 22. Incompatibilities

Those persons subject to the prohibitions of article 124
of the Spanish Corporations Law (Ley de Sociedades
Anónimas) and other legal provisions may not be
appointed as Directors.

Article 22. Incompatibilities

Those persons subject to the prohibitions of article 124
213 of the Spanish Capital Corporations Law (Ley de
Sociedades de Capital) and other legal provisions may
not be appointed as Directors.

Article 23. Term of office

The term of office of Directors shall be four years. They
may be re-elected for periods of like duration.

Article 23. Term of office

The term of office of Directors shall be four years.
They may be re-elected for periods of like duration.

Article 24. Reappointment of Directors

The Appointments and Compensations Committee shall
necessarily report on the proposed re-election of the
Directors the Board decides to present to the General
Meeting.

Article 24. Reappointment of Directors

The Appointments and Compensation Committee shall
necessarily report on the proposed re-election of the
Directors the Board decides to present to the General
Shareholders’ Meeting.



Article 25. Removal and vacating of office by
Directors

25.1 Directors shall cease in their position when the
period for which they were appointed has
transpired, as well as in all other applicable
circumstances in accordance with the Law, the
Bylaws and these Regulations.

25.2 Directors must place their office at the disposal
of the Board, and formalize the pertinent
resignation, when:

a) their remaining on the Board of Directors
may impair the credit and reputation of the
company, or

b) they are subject to any of the cases of
incompatibility or prohibition provided by
law and when the Board, following a report
by the Appointments and Compensation
Committee, resolves that the Director has
seriously violated his or her obligations.

25.3 When due to any cause the removal of a Director
takes place, the latter may not render services at
another competing entity during a period of two
years, unless the Board exempts him or her from
this obligation or shortens the duration of the
aforesaid prohibition.

25.4 In the event that a Director ceases in his
position, whether due to resignation or
otherwise, prior to the end of his mandate he
must explain the reasons in a letter to be sent to
all Board members. Without prejudice to said
removal being reported as a material fact, a
report must be given on the reason for the
removal in the Annual Corporate Governance
Report.

Article 25. Removal and vacating of office by
Directors

25.1 Directors shall cease in their position when the
period for which they were appointed has
transpired, as well as in all other applicable
circumstances in accordance with the Law, the
Bylaws and these Regulations.

25.2 Directors must place their office at the disposal
of the Board, and formalize the pertinent
resignation, when:

A) their remaining on the Board of Directors
may impair the credit and reputation of the
Company, or

B) they are subject to any of the cases of
incompatibility or prohibition provided by law
and when the Board, following a report by
the Appointments and Compensation
Committee, resolves that the Director has
seriously violated his or her obligations.

25.3 When due to any cause the removal of a
Director takes place, the latter may not render
services at another competing entity during a
period of two years, unless the Board exempts
him or her from this obligation or shortens the
duration of the aforesaid prohibition.

25.4 In the event that a Director ceases in his
position, whether due to resignation or
otherwise, prior to the end of his mandate he
must explain the reasons in a letter to be sent
to all Board members. Without prejudice to said
removal being reported as a material fact, a
report must be given on the reason for the
removal in the Annual Corporate Governance
Report.

Article 26. Directors' duties

26.1 It is the duty of all Directors to contribute to
the role of the Board to promote and oversee
the management of the Company. In
performing their functions, they will act
faithfully in the corporate interest, and with
loyalty and due care. Their conduct must be
guided solely by the corporate interest,
interpreted with full independence, and they
will ensure at all the times that the interests of
the shareholders as a whole, from whom their
authority originates and to whom they are
accountable, are best defended and protected.

26.2 The Directors, by virtue of their appointment,
are obliged, in particular, to:

a) Obtain the necessary information and
prepare adequately the meetings of the
Board of Directors and the statutory

Article 26. Directors' duties

26.1 It is the duty of all Directors to contribute to the
role of the Board to promote and oversee the
management of the Company. In performing
their functions, they will act faithfully in the
corporate interest, and with loyalty and due
care. Their conduct must be guided solely by the
corporate interest, interpreted with full
independence, and they will ensure at all the
times that the interests of the shareholders as a
whole, from whom their authority originates and
to whom they are accountable, are best
defended and protected.

26.2 The Directors, by virtue of their appointment,
are obliged, in particular, to:

A) Obtain the necessary information and
prepare adequately for meetings of the
Board and of the corporate bodies to which



corporate bodies to which they belong to.

b) Attend meetings of the corporate bodies of
which he forms part and participate actively
in their debates with a view to contributing
effectively to the decision-making process.
If he is unable to attend a meeting to which
he has been called for just cause he must
instruct the Director, if any, representing
him.

c) Disclose transactions by family members
and by companies related, by ownership, to
the Director if such transactions are
material to the management of the
Company.

d) Dedicate to their duties the time and effort
necessary in order to perform the position
efficiently. Consequently, Directors must
report to the Appointments and
Compensation Committee their remaining
professional obligations in case they may
interfere with the dedication required.

26.3 Directors affected by proposals for
appointment, reappointment or removal will
refrain from participating in debates and voting
on such matters. Voting will be by secret ballot.

they belong to.

B) Attend meetings of the corporate bodies of
which he forms part and participate actively
in their debates with a view to contributing
effectively to the decision-making process.
If he is unable to attend a meeting to which
he has been called for just cause he must
instruct the Director, if any, representing
him.

C) Disclose transactions by family members
and by companies related, by ownership, to
the Director if such transactions are
material to the management of the
Company.

D) Dedicate to their duties the time and effort
necessary in order to perform the position
efficiently. Consequently, Directors must
report to the Appointments and
Compensation Committee their remaining
professional obligations in case they may
interfere with the dedication required.

E) Directors shall be governed, in the
performance of their obligations, by the
general principles and criteria of conduct
contained in the Company’s Code of Ethics.

26.3 Directors affected by proposals for appointment,
reappointment or removal will refrain from
participating in debates and voting on such
matters. Voting will be by secret ballot.

Article 27. Duty of confidentiality

27.1 Confidential information must be kept secret by
Directors, even after they no longer perform
their functions, as must information, data,
reports or background details coming to their
attention as a result of their holding office, and
cannot be communicated to third parties or
disclosed where such disclosure could have
damaging consequences for corporate interests.

The duty referred to in the preceding paragraph
is excluded in cases where legislation permits
communication or disclosure of the above to
third parties or, as the case may be, where the
above is required or to be sent to the respective
supervisory authorities, in which case the
disclosure of information must comply with
legislative provisions.

27.2 Where the Director is a legal entity, the duty of
secrecy will be incumbent on the representative
of the legal entity.

Article 27. Duty of confidentiality

27.1 Confidential information must be kept secret by
Directors, even after they no longer perform
their functions, as must information, data,
reports or background details coming to their
attention as a result of their holding office, and
cannot be communicated to third parties or
disclosed where such disclosure could have
damaging consequences for corporate interests.

The duty referred to in the preceding paragraph
is excluded in cases where legislation permits
communication or disclosure of the above to
third parties or, as the case may be, where the
above is required or to be sent to the respective
supervisory authorities, in which case the
disclosure of information must comply with
legislative provisions.

27.2 Where the Director is a legal entity, the duty of
secrecy will be incumbent on the representative
of the legal entity.



Article 28. Use of information and corporate
assets

28.1 Directors may not use for private purposes
nonpublic information of the Company, unless
there is no detriment to the Company, or if the
information is irrelevant for transactions to buy
or sell securities of the Company. In any event,
the rules of conduct established by legislation
and by the Company's Internal Regulations on
Conduct in Securities Markets must be observed.

28.2 No Director may personally use the assets of the
Company or use his position in the Company to
obtain a financial advantage unless sufficient
consideration is paid. If he has a dispensation
from the obligation to pay such consideration,
the financial advantage thus obtained will be
treated as indirect compensation and must be
authorized by the Appointments and
Compensation Committee.

Article 28. Use of information and corporate
assets

28.1 Directors may not use for private purposes
nonpublic information of the Company, unless
there is no detriment to the Company, or if the
information is irrelevant for transactions to buy
or sell securities of the Company. In any event,
the rules of conduct established by legislation
and by the Company's Internal Regulations on
Conduct in Securities Markets must be observed.

28.2 No Director may personally use the assets of the
Company or use his position in the Company to
obtain a financial advantage unless sufficient
consideration is paid. If he has a dispensation
from the obligation to pay such consideration, the
financial advantage thus obtained will be treated
as indirect compensation and must be authorized
by the Appointments and Compensation
Committee.

Article 29. Business opportunities

29.1 Directors may not use the Company's name or
rely on their status as Directors of the Company
to engage in transactions for their own account
or for that of persons related to them.

29.2 No Director may, for his own account or for that
of persons related to him, make an investment
or engage in any transaction relating to the
Company's assets that has come to his attention
by reason of his office, where that investment or
transaction would have been offered to the
Company or the Company would have been
interested in it, provided that the Company has
not rejected the investment or transaction
without the influence of the Director.

29.3 The Directors must disclose to the Board of
Directors any direct or indirect conflict of interest
between them and the Company. In the event of
a conflict of interest, the Director in question will
refrain from involvement in the transaction to
which the conflict of interest relates.

29.4 In any event, information on any conflicts of
interest affecting the Directors of the Company
will be provided in the annual report on
corporate governance.

29.5 The Directors must disclose any interest held by
them in the capital of a company engaging in an
activity of a type identical, analogous or
complementary to that constituting the corporate
purpose, as well as any offices held or functions
performed by them at such company, as well as
the pursuit, for their own account or that of
another, of an activity of a type identical,
analogous or complementary to that constituting

Article 29. Business opportunities and conflict
of interest

29.1 Directors may not use the Company's name or
rely on their status as Directors of the Company
to engage in transactions for their own account
or for that of persons related to them.

29.2 No Director may, for his own account or for that
of persons related to him, make an investment
or engage in any transaction relating to the
Company's assets that has come to his attention
by reason of his office, where that investment or
transaction would have been offered to the
Company or the Company would have been
interested in it, provided that the Company has
not rejected the investment or transaction
without the influence of the Director.

29.3 The Directors must disclose to the Board of
Directors any direct or indirect conflict of interest
between them and the Company. In the event of
a conflict of interest, the relevant Director will
refrain from involvement in any agreements or
decisions relating to any transaction to which the
conflict of interest relates.

29.4 In any event, information on any conflicts of
interest affecting the Directors of the Company
will be provided in the annual report on
corporate governance reported according to the
law in force.

29.5 The Directors must disclose any interest held by
them direct or indirect interest held by them or
their related parties in the capital of a company
engaging in an activity of a type identical,
analogous or complementary to that constituting
the corporate purpose, as well as any offices
held or functions performed by them at such



the corporate purpose. The information will be
included in the report.

29.6 For the purposes of this Article, the following
shall be deemed to be persons related to
Directors:

a) The spouse of the director or officer or any
person bound to the latter by an
affectionate relationship analogous to a
spousal relationship, in accordance with
national laws.

b) Dependent children.

c) Those other relatives who live with him, or
are dependent on him, at least as from one
year prior to the date the transaction is
carried out.

d) Any legal entity or fiduciary legal business
in which the directors or officers or persons
indicated in the above paragraphs are
officers or directors; or which is directly or
indirectly controlled by any of the above; or
which has been created for their benefit; or
whose economic interests are to a great
extent equivalent to those of the above.

e) Shell or front-persons. The following shall
be deemed such: those who, in their own
name, carry out transactions on securities
for the account of the director or officer
required to report. Such status shall be
presumed in those in whom, the person
required to report leaves the risks inherent
to the transactions carried out totally or
partially covered.

29.7 Where a Director is a legal entity, the following
will be deemed to be related persons:

a) The shareholders if they are, in relation to
the Director, in any of the positions
provided for in Article 4 of Securities
Market Law 24/1988, of July 28.

b) De facto or de jure directors, liquidators
and attorneys-in-fact holding general
powers of attorney from the Director.

c) Companies forming part of the same
group, as "group" is defined in Article 4 of
Securities Market Law 24/1988, of July 28,
and their shareholders.

d) Persons who, with respect to the
representative of the Director, are deemed
to be persons related to Directors in
conformity with the provisions of the
preceding paragraph.

company, in each case, according to the law in
force.

Furthermore, the director must report the
carrying out of activities as independent
contractors or salaried employees, at companies
having the same, analogous or complementary
activity as the one forming the corporate
purpose. Said information shall be disclosed in
the annual report in accordance with current law
in force.

29.6 For the purposes of this Article, the following will
be deemed to be persons related to Directors:

A) The spouse of the director or officer or any
person bound to the latter by an affectionate
relationship analogous to a spousal
relationship, in accordance with national
laws. or spousal-equivalent of a Director.

B) Dependent children The ascendants,
descendants and siblings of a Director or the
spouse of a Director.

C) Those other relatives who live with him, or
are dependent on him, at least as from one
year prior to the date the transaction is
carried out. The spouses of the ascendants,
descendants and siblings of a Director.

D) Any legal entity or fiduciary legal business in
which the directors or officers or persons
indicated in the above paragraphs are
officers or directors; or which is directly or
indirectly controlled by any of the above; or
which has been created for their benefit; or
whose economic interests are to a great
extent equivalent to those of the above
Companies in which a Director is, himself or
through an interposed person, in any of the
positions provided for in Article 42 of the
Spanish Commercial Code.

E) Shell or front-persons. The following shall be
deemed such: those who, in their own
name, carry out transactions on securities for
the account of the director or officer required
to report. Such status shall be presumed in
those in whom, the person required to report
leaves the risks inherent to the transactions
carried out totally or partially covered.

29.7 Where a Director is a legal entity, the following
will be deemed to be related persons:

A) The shareholders if they are, in relation to
the Director, in any of the positions provided
for in Article 4 of Securities Market Law
24/1988, of July 28. Partners who are, with
respect to a legal entity director, subject to
any of the situations of control contemplated



by law.

B) De facto or de iure Directors, liquidators and
attorneys-in-fact holding general powers of
attorney from the Director.

C) Companies forming part of the same group,
as "group" is defined in Article 4 of
Securities Market Law 24/1988, of July 28,
and their shareholders and their
shareholders.

D) Persons who, with respect to the
representative of the Director, are deemed
to be persons related to Directors in
conformity with the provisions of the
preceding paragraph.

Article 30. Right to counseling and information

30.1 The Directors will, whenever the performance
of their functions so requires, have access to
all the Company's services and may request
such information and counseling as they may
require on any matter. The right to
information extends to investees and the
request will be made by the Chairman through
the Board Secretary and conveyed by the
Managing Director.

30.2 The Directors will, by majority, also have the
power to propose to the Board the
engagement, at the Company's expense, of
such legal, accounting, technical, financial,
commercial or other advisers as they consider
necessary in order to be aided in the discharge
of their duties where it concerns specific
problems of a certain importance and
complexity related to the performance of their
work.

30.3 The above proposal must be notified to the
Company Chairman through the Board
Secretary and will be conveyed by the
Managing Director. The Board may refuse to
approve financing for the advisory services
referred to in the preceding Subarticle on the
ground that they are not necessary for the
performance of the functions entrusted, that
their amount is disproportionate to the
importance of the problem, or if it considers
that such technical assistance could be
adequately provided by Company personnel.

30.4 The company shall establish an orientation
program which shall provide new directors
with a speedy and sufficient knowledge of the
Company, as well as of its rules of corporate
governance. In addition, it shall also offer
Directors knowledge recycling programs when
circumstances so advise.

Article 30. Right to counseling and information

30.1 The Directors will, whenever the performance
of their functions so requires, have access to
all the Company's services and may request
such information and counseling as they may
require on any matter. The right to
information extends to investees and the
request will be made by the Chairman through
the Board Secretary and conveyed by the
Managing Director.

30.2 The Directors will, by majority, also have the
power to propose to the Board the
engagement, at the Company's expense, of
such legal, accounting, technical, financial,
commercial or other advisers as they consider
necessary in order to be aided in the
discharge of their duties where it concerns
specific problems of a certain importance and
complexity related to the performance of their
work.

30.3 The above proposal must be notified to the
Company Chairman through the Board
Secretary and will be conveyed by the
Managing Director. The Board may refuse to
approve financing for the advisory services
referred to in the preceding paragraph on the
ground that they are not necessary for the
performance of the functions entrusted, that
their amount is disproportionate to the
importance of the problem, or if it considers
that such technical assistance could be
adequately provided by Company personnel.

30.4 The Company shall establish an orientation
program which shall provide new Directors
with a speedy and sufficient knowledge of the
Company, as well as of its rules of corporate
governance. In addition, it shall also offer
Directors knowledge recycling programs when
circumstances so advise.



Article 31. Liability

31.1 The Directors will be liable to the Company, to
the shareholders and to creditors of the
Company for any damage they cause by reason
of acts or omissions contrary to the Law or to
the Bylaws or in breach of the duties inherent
in their office.

31.2 A person acting as a de facto director of the
Company will be personally liable to the
Company, to the shareholders and to creditors
for any damage he causes by reason of acts
contrary to the Law or to the Bylaws or in
breach of the duties imposed by the Law on
those who formally have the status of Director
pursuant to the Law.

31.3 All the members of the management body that
performed the act or adopted the damaging
resolution will be jointly and severally liable,
unless they prove that they were not involved
in its adoption and implementation and were
either unaware of its existence or were aware
of its existence but did everything appropriate
to prevent the damage or, at least, expressly
objected to it.

31.4 Under no circumstances may the fact of the
damaging act or resolution having been
adopted, authorized or ratified by the
Shareholders Meeting serve as a release from
liability.
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Company for any damage they cause by reason
of acts or omissions contrary to the Law or to
the Bylaws or in breach of the duties inherent in
their office.

31.2 A person acting as a de facto Director of the
Company will be personally liable to the
Company, to the shareholders and to creditors
for any damage he causes by reason of acts
contrary to the Law or to the Bylaws or in
breach of the duties imposed by the Law on
those who formally have the status of Director
pursuant to the Law.

31.3 All the members of the management body that
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its existence but did everything appropriate to
prevent the damage or, at least, expressly
objected to it.

31.4 Under no circumstances may the fact of the
damaging act or resolution having been
adopted, authorized or ratified by the General
Shareholders’ Meeting serve as a release from
liability.



Article 32. Directors' compensation

32.1 Directors' compensation is composed of the
following items: a fixed monthly salary and a
share in income. The overall annual
compensation for the entire Board and for the
foregoing items will be one thousandth of the
profits of the consolidated group, as approved
by the General Shareholders’ Meeting, although
the Board of Directors may reduce this
percentage in the fiscal years it deems
appropriate. All the foregoing is without
prejudice to the provisions of the third
paragraph of this Article on attendance fees.

It will be for the Board of Directors to set the
distribution of the mentioned amount among
the previous items and among the Directors
when, as and how it freely determines.

32.2 The members of the Board of Directors will also
receive fees for attending each meeting of the
managing bodies of the Company and its
Committees. The amount of said per diem shall
be, at the most, the amount which, in
accordance with the above paragraphs, is
determined to be the fixed monthly allocation.
The Board of Directors may, within this limit,
establish the amount of the per diems.

32.3 The compensation provided for in the preceding
paragraphs and arising from membership of the
Board of Directors will be compatible with other
payments receivable by the Directors as
professionals or employees for any other
executive or advisory functions performed by
them for the Company other than those of
oversight and collective decision-making which
are specific to their status as Directors and will
be subject to any legal rules applicable to them.

32.4 In accordance with the provisions of Section
130 of the Spanish Capital Corporations Law,
the Directors may only receive remuneration for
profit-sharing may only be received by
Directors after the legal and statutory reserves
and allocations have been covered and after the
shareholders have been recognized a minimum
dividend of 4%.

32.5 External Directors shall have no compensation
other than that necessary to remunerate their
dedication without compromising their
independence, except for group insurance, and
civil liability insurance, pertaining to their
actions as directors.

32.6 In accordance with paragraph 3 of this Article,
the Chairman will also receive such
compensation as may be established in
determining the specific legal rules governing
his relationship with the Company.

Article 32. Directors' compensation

32.1 Directors' compensation is composed of the
following items: a fixed monthly salary and a
share in income. The overall annual
compensation of the entire Board and for the
foregoing items will be one thousandth of the
profits of the consolidated group, as approved
by the General Shareholders’ Meeting, although
the Board of Directors may reduce this
percentage in the fiscal years it deems
appropriate. All the foregoing is without
prejudice to the provisions of the third
paragraph of this Article on attendance fees.

It will be for the Board of Directors to set the
distribution of the mentioned amount among
the previous items and among the Directors
when, as and how it freely determines.

32.2 The members of the Board of Directors will also
receive fees for attending each meeting of the
managing bodies of the Company and its
Committees. The amount of said per diem shall
be, at the most, the amount which, in
accordance with the above paragraphs, is
determined to be the fixed monthly allocation.
The Board of Directors may, within this limit,
establish the amount of the per diems.

32.3 The compensation provided for in the preceding
paragraphs and arising from membership of the
Board of Directors will be compatible with other
payments receivable by the Directors as
professionals or employees for any other
executive or advisory functions performed by
them for the Company other than those of
oversight and collective decision-making which
are specific to their status as Directors and will
be subject to any legal rules applicable to them.

32.4 In accordance with the provisions of Section 130
218.2 of the Spanish Capital Corporations Law,
the Directors may only receive remuneration for
profit-sharing may only be received by
Directors after the legal and statutory reserves
and allocations have been covered and after the
shareholders have been recognized a minimum
dividend of 4%.

32.5 External Directors shall have no compensation
other than that necessary to remunerate their
dedication without compromising their
independence, except for group insurance, and
civil liability insurance, pertaining to their
actions as Directors.

32.6 In accordance with paragraph 3 of this Article,
the Chairman will also receive such
compensation as may be established in
determining the specific legal rules governing
his relationship with the Company.



Apart from what is provided in the preceding
paragraphs for Directors of the Company and in
accordance with paragraph 3 of this Article, the
Chief Executive Officer will also receive the
compensation stipulated in the contract between
him and the Company, which will specify his
rights and obligations during and after his
relationship with the Company.

The amounts of fixed compensation, the
applicability of variable compensation, and the
compensation of the Chairman and of the Chief
Executive Officer under their specific
arrangements, must be proposed by the
Appointments and Compensation Committee to
the Board, and will be subject to the obligation
of transparency.

32.7 The Board of Directors shall approve an annual
report on the Director compensation policy, at
the proposal of the Appointments and
Compensation Committee. This report shall be
made available to the shareholders.

Apart from what is provided in the preceding
paragraphs for Directors of the Company and in
accordance with paragraph 3 of this Article, the
Managing Director will also receive the
compensation stipulated in the contract
between him and the Company, which will
specify his rights and obligations during and
after his relationship with the Company.

The amounts of fixed compensation, the
applicability of variable compensation, and the
compensation of the Chairman and of the
Managing Director under their specific
arrangements, must be proposed by the
Appointments and Compensation Committee to
the Board, and will be subject to the obligation
of transparency.

32.7 The Board of Directors shall approve an annual
report on the Director compensation policy, at
the proposal of the Appointments and
Compensation Committee. This report shall be
made available to the shareholders.

Article 33. Differentiation of functions.

The Chairman of the Board and the Chief Executive
Officer, as the highest authorities at individual level in
the Company, will have differentiated functions as
established in the Corporate Bylaws and in these
Regulations.

Article 33. Differentiation of functions.

The Chairman of the Board and the Managing
Director, as the highest authorities at individual level
in the Company, will have differentiated functions as
established in the Corporate Bylaws and in these
Regulations.

Article 34. Chairman of the Board of Directors

34.1 The Board will choose a Chairman from among
its members and, in addition to the functions
assigned by the Law and the Bylaws, the
Chairman will also be responsible for promoting
the governance of the Company and of its
investees as a whole, directing the functioning
of the Board, ensuring that the members of the
Board have adequate information, and
representing the Company, in particular, in
dealings with the various public authorities,
securities market institutions, public agencies,
companies and associations in the electricity
industry.

34.2 The Chairman will chair the Executive
Committee, have permanent authority to
represent the Committee in accordance with
the Corporate Bylaws, and, in any voting, will
have the casting vote.

34.3 The Chairman shall be responsible for the
efficient functioning of the Board and,
therefore: shall ensure that the directors
previously receive sufficient information; shall
stimulate the debate and active participation of
directors during Board meetings, safeguarding
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assigned by the Law and the Bylaws, the
Chairman will also be responsible for promoting
the governance of the Company and of its
investees as a whole, directing the functioning
of the Board, ensuring that the members of the
Board have adequate information, and
representing the Company, in particular, in
dealings with the various public authorities,
securities market institutions, public agencies,
companies and associations in the electricity
industry.

34.2 The Chairman will chair the Executive
Committee, have permanent authority to
represent the Committee in accordance with the
Corporate Bylaws, and, in any voting, will have
the casting vote.

34.3 The Chairman shall be responsible for the
efficient functioning of the Board and,
therefore: shall ensure that the Directors
previously receive sufficient information; shall
stimulate the debate and active participation of
Directors during Board meetings, safeguarding



their freedom to take a position and express
their opinion; and shall organize and coordinate
with the chairmen of the relevant Committees
the periodic evaluation of the Board.

34.4 The Chairman of the Board may delegate all or
some of his powers to other members of the
Board of the Company unless such delegation is
expressly prohibited by the Law.

34.5 In the event of a vacancy, or his absence or
illness, the Chairman may be substituted by the
relevant Deputy Chairman or otherwise by the
oldest Director.

their freedom to take a position and express
their opinion; and shall organize and coordinate
with the chairmen of the relevant Committees
the periodic evaluation of the Board.

34.4 The Chairman of the Board may delegate all or
some of his powers to other members of the
Board of the Company unless such delegation is
expressly prohibited by the Law.

34.5 In the event of a vacancy, or his absence or
illness, the Chairman may be substituted by the
relevant Deputy Chairman or otherwise by the
oldest Director.

Article 35. Deputy Chairmen of the Board of
Directors

The Board may choose one or more Deputy Chairmen
following a report from the Appointments and
Compensation Committee. Where there are several
Deputy Chairmen, the oldest will substitute the
Chairman in the event of a vacancy, or his absence or
illness, and act as Chairman of the Board.

Article 35. Deputy Chairmen of the Board of
Directors

The Board may choose one or more Deputy Chairmen
following a report from the Appointments and
Compensation Committee. Where there are several
Deputy Chairmen, the oldest will substitute the
Chairman in the event of a vacancy, or his absence or
illness, and act as Chairman of the Board.

Article 36. Managing Director

36.1 The Board of Directors shall appoint a Chief
Executive Officer, who will be responsible for
managing the Company in accordance with the
powers and authorities delegated by the Board
of Directors.

36.2 He will be in charge of all the services of the
Company and will be the head of Senior
Management of the Company.

36.3 The Managing Director is also responsible for
implementing and monitoring the general
strategy of the Company and its lines of
business, as well as overseeing and monitoring
relations between the Company and its investees
in conformity with the provisions of Article 6 of
these Regulations.

36.4 In the event of a vacancy in the office, or
absence r illness, of the Managing Director, his
functions and responsibilities will be assumed on
a transitional basis by the Chairman, who will
urgently agree with the necessary corporate
bodies on the delegation of those functions and
responsibilities to a Director or to such members
of Senior Management as he sees fit.
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on a transitional basis by the Chairman, who
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bodies on the delegation of those functions and
responsibilities to a Director or to such
members of Senior Management as he sees fit.

Article 37. Secretary of the Board of Directors

37.1 The Board, acting in plenary, will, at the
Chairman's proposal, and following a report by
the Appointments and Compensation
Committee, appoint a Secretary, who must be a

Article 37. Secretary of the Board of Directors

37.1 The Board, acting in plenary, will, at the
Chairman's proposal, and following a report by
the Appointments and Compensation
Committee, appoint a Secretary, who must be



law graduate and will have the following
functions, apart from those conferred by law
and by the Bylaws:

a) To keep the corporate documentation, duly
reflect in the minutes books the
proceedings at meetings and certify the
resolutions of the corporate bodies.

b) To see to it that the activities of the Board
are lawful from the formal and substantive
standpoints, and ensure that its procedures
and rules of governance are respected.

c) To channel, in general, dealings between
the Company and the Directors in all
matters relating to the functioning of the
Board, in conformity with the Chairman's
instructions.

d) To deal with requests from Directors for
information and documentation on matters
of which the Board should be apprised.

e) To ensure observance of corporate
governance principles and rules and the
provisions of the Company's Bylaws and
Regulations and, especially, in order that
the Board’s actions:

1. Shall formally and materially conform
with the law;

2. Shall conform with the Corporate
Bylaws, Regulations and other internal
regulations;

3. Shall take into account
recommendations on good governance.

37.2 Without prejudice to his reporting to the Board
Chairman, the Secretary has independence to
professionally perform the functions set forth in
the preceding paragraphs.

37.3 The Secretary, who will have such status on the
various corporate bodies, may also hold office
as legal counsel to the corporate bodies and as
General Secretary, and in this latter capacity he
may, reporting to the Chief Executive Officer,
assist with the integration, coordination and
consolidation of the Company and its lines of
business.
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with the law;
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Bylaws, Regulations and other internal
regulations;

3. Shall take into account
recommendations on good governance.

37.2 Without prejudice to his reporting to the Board
Chairman, the Secretary has independence to
professionally perform the functions set forth
in the preceding paragraphs.

37.3 The Secretary, who will have such status on
the various corporate bodies, may also hold
office as legal counsel to the corporate bodies
and as General Secretary, and in this latter
capacity he may, reporting to the Managing
Director, assist with the integration,
coordination and consolidation of the Company
and its lines of business.

FINAL PROVISION

The status of Director implies acceptance in writing of
these Regulations and the declaration that the Director
is not subject to any of the incompatibilities established
in these Regulations. Directors and sign and renew on
an annual basis a declaration of activities and assets
that are related to the company.
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PREAMBLE

1. The Board of Directors of ENDESA approves these Regulations which define the
functions and responsibilities of the Board itself, the rules and procedures that
regulate its conduct, and the rules of conduct governing its members.

2. The Regulations were prepared bearing in mind the rules relating to good corporate
governance, all of which in a context of the Company’s commitment towards
transparency in management.

First of all, they address the need to promote transparency in the actions of the
Company's governing bodies and in all its relationships, particularly with its own
shareholders.
Second, they address the need to encourage effective business management.
Third, the Regulations seek to enhance another basic principle, namely, the possibility
of making Senior Management and the Board itself accountable to the shareholders in
their respective areas of responsibility.

3. Based on these principles, the Regulations offer an extensive range of provisions so
that the Board can perform its functions effectively:

d) First, they broadly describe the Board's brief and, coupled with the more traditional
tasks and duties relating to the governance and management of the Company,
particularly highlight the approval of each of the main aspects of its business strategy,
and the promotion, oversight and evaluation of the Company's management.

e) The development of the structure and composition, per the Bylaws, of the Board itself
is another of the key aspects of the Regulations. There must be no fewer than nine nor
more than fifteen Directors.

f) In connection with the officers of the Company, the Regulations establish a separation
and differentiation of functions between the Chairman and the Managing Director: the
Chairman, apart from representing the Company, is responsible for promoting its
governance, paying particular attention to business strategy, and directing the
functioning of the Board, whereas the Managing Director is the highest authority on
business management.

The Executive Committee will have delegated authority from the Board to deal with
matters related to the management of the Company, and will pay particular attention
to overseeing compliance with strategic and corporate development guidelines, as well
as monitor implementation of budgets and oversee corporate management.

The Audit and Compliance Committee will supervise the effectiveness of the
company’s internal control system and the risk management systems; will ensure that
internal audit procedures and internal oversight systems are adequate; that objective
criteria are used to select the Auditor and the Internal Audit Manager; and, in general,
that information on the Company is correct and is consistent with the principle of



transparency. The specific brief of this Committee will be to make it easier for the
shareholders of the Company to receive sufficient information on its position and
prospects.

The Appointments and Compensation Committee will report on the proposal,
appointment and vacation of office of Directors, on their assignment to the Executive
Committee and Board Committees, and on their compensation levels. It will also have
an oversight function in relation to Senior Management of the Company as regards
appointment and vacation of office, the evaluation of the policy on promotion, training
and recruitment of executives, their compensation arrangements and levels, and the
allocation of posts and areas of responsibility.

Lastly, the Board may set up Advisory Councils which, without having the status of
corporate bodies, can discuss, study and report on issues related to their responsibility
in the definition of corporate strategy; in particular, the prospects for change in the
business environment; market and industry projections; technological advances; or
new approaches to corporate organization and to dealings between enterprises
against the backdrop of a globalized economy.

Article 1. Purpose

These Regulations seek to regulate the functions of the Board, pursuant to the
principle of transparency, paying particular attention to the promotion, supervision
and oversight of the management of the Company and its Group, its organization and
operation and the rules of conduct governing its members.

Article 2. Scope of application

2.1 These Regulations apply to the Board of Directors and its delegated bodies, internal
committees, and to Directors who, as members of the Board, contribute towards
forming the will of the said body. The Directors must apprise themselves of, and
comply and ensure compliance with, these Regulations.

2.2 The Board will adopt the appropriate measures so that these Regulations are
widely disseminated among shareholders.

Article 3. Interpretation

3.1 These Regulations supplement and are ancillary to the provisions established for
the Board by the Corporate Bylaws and by corporate and securities market legislation.

3.2 The Board is responsible for resolving any doubts concerning the interpretation
and application of these Regulations, in accordance with such legal and Bylaw
provisions as may be applicable and in conformity with the principles and
recommendations arising from the codes of corporate governance best practices.



Article 4. Amendments

4.1 The Board may introduce amendments to these Regulations subject to the
requirements imposed in this Article.

4.2 The Chairman, or one third of the members of the Board, may propose
amendments where the prevailing circumstances make such amendments advisable or
necessary in his or their opinion. To such end, he or they will accompany with his or
their proposal a report justifying the reasons for and scope of the amendments.

A Board meeting in such case must be called by giving notice individually to each
member of the Board sufficiently in advance, accompanied by the report justifying the
proposed amendments.

4.3 Any amendment to the Regulations will require a resolution adopted by the
majority of the members of the Board.

4.4 The Board of Directors will report on any amendments resolved at the first General
Shareholders’ Meeting that is held.

Article 5. Structure and composition of the Board of Directors

The Board of Directors shall be formed by nine members minimum and fifteen
maximum.

Directors shall be classified as:

A) Executive Directors: Those Directors who perform duties of senior management or
are employees of the Company or of its Group shall be considered to be executive
Directors.

B) External Dominical Directors (Shareholder Directors): Those Directors who own a
shareholding stake greater than or equal to that legally considered to be significant or
who have been appointed as a consequence of their shareholder status, even if their
shareholding stake does not reach the said amount, as well as those who represent
said shareholders, shall be deemed to be dominical Directors or shareholder Directors.

C) External Independent Directors: Those Directors who, having been appointed in
consideration of their personal and professional qualities, may perform their duties
without being conditioned by relations with the Company, its significant shareholders
or its officers, shall be considered to be independent Directors.

D) Other Outside Directors: Those who do not hold dominical (shareholder) Director or
independent Director status shall be considered to be Other Outside Directors.

Proposals for the appointment or re-election of Directors formulated by the Board
shall be made in respect of persons of recognized prestige who possess the adequate



experience and professional knowledge for the performance of their duties and who
assume a commitment of sufficient dedication for the performance of the tasks of the
former.

The General Shareholders’ Meeting is responsible for the appointment and removal of
Board Members. The office of Director is waivable, revocable and reappointable.

Article 6. Powers of the Board of Directors

6.1 Notwithstanding the powers reserved to the General Shareholders’ Meeting by law
or the Bylaws, the main brief of the Board is to promote the governance of the
Company and its Group, with full authority in this connection to direct, manage and
represent the Company in the pursuit of the activities of which its corporate purpose is
comprised.

Without prejudice to the foregoing, the work of the Board of Directors will focus on
the general function of oversight, for which purpose its functions will include defining
the general strategy and guidelines for managing the Company, promoting and
overseeing management by Senior Executives, establishing the bases for the corporate
organization with a view to ensuring that its efficiency is maximized, monitoring the
transparency and truthfulness of the Company's information in its dealings with
shareholders and the markets in general, and overseeing its own organization and
functioning.

6.2 In relation to the general policies and strategies of the Company, the Board is
responsible for the following:

A) Approving the Business Plan, investment and financing policy, the definition of the
Group’s structure.

B) Approving the budgets of the Company, setting the economic objectives and the
basic aspects of the general strategy, and the plans and policies aimed at meeting
those objectives.

C) Determining the policy for reporting to and communication with shareholders, the
markets and public opinion, through all existing technological and communications
media.

D) Overseeing commercial, industrial or financial agreements of strategic importance.

E) Establishing the corporate governance policy.

F) Establishing the corporate social responsibility policy.

G) Establishing remuneration and job performance policies for senior executives.



H) Setting the policy for risk control and management, monitoring of internal control
and reporting systems.

I) Establishing the dividend and treasury stock policies, all of which pursuant to the
directives and limits established by the General Shareholders’ Meeting.

6.3 In relation to management, the Board is responsible for:

A) Promoting and overseeing the management of the Company, as well as the meeting
of the objectives set.

B) Performing such functions as the Shareholders' Meeting may have entrusted to the
Board, which may only delegate such functions if the resolution of the General
Shareholders’ Meeting expressly so provides.

C) Resolving to form new companies or take up holdings in existing companies which,
due to their amount or nature, are relevant for the Company, and perform mergers,
absorptions, spin-offs or concentrations in which the Company has an interest.

D) Approving acquisitions and disposals of substantial assets and holdings in the capital
stock of companies, as well as any financial transactions of the Company that have a
significant impact on the net worth position or which, due to any circumstance, are
particularly significant.

E) Approving investments and divestments which, due to their amount or nature,
significantly affect the net worth position or the strategy of the Company.

F) Establishing general rules that regulate real estate transactions not attached to
industrial investments and divestments.

G) Approving the issue of promissory notes, debentures or other like securities.

H) Providing guarantees to secure obligations of entities that are not Endesa investees.

I) Approving the assignment of rights to the tradename and trademarks.

J) Overseeing commitments under employee welfare arrangements that entail long-
term financial liabilities for the Company.

K) Setting the general rules for the appointment of Directors at investees and
approving the proposed appointment of such Directors at investees directly, as well as
being apprised of any appointments made at investees indirectly and which will
comply with the aforementioned rules.

The Board will also approve proposed appointments of Directors at companies in
which ENDESA has a shareholding which, despite not being a majority holding, is stable
and of particular economic relevance.



L) Approving the rules and procedures for appointments, vacation of office and
compensation applicable to Senior Management, without prejudice to the powers of
the Committee established for the purpose and the powers, in this connection, of the
Managing Director.

M) Regulating the procurement policy for assets, works and services of the Company.

6.4 In relation to organization and functioning, the Board is responsible for:

A) Determining the powers and authorities which may be delegated to the Managing
Director.

B) Appointing Directors, if a vacancy arises, until the first General Shareholders’
Meeting is held, and accepting the resignation of Directors.

C) Appointing and removing the Directors who are to form part of the Executive
Committee and the Committees provided for in these Regulations, and delegating
powers to the Executive Committee, the Chairman, the Managing Director and,
exceptionally, the Committees established in these Regulations.

D) Designating and revoking the appointments of the Chairman and the Deputy
Chairmen of the Board, and designating and revoking, at the Chairman's proposal, the
appointments of the Managing Director and the Secretary of the Board.

E) Approving at the proposal of the Managing Director, the appointment and eventual
removal of senior executives, as well as their indemnity clauses, without prejudice to
the competencies of the Appointments and Compensation Committee.

F) Establishing the general organizational principles of the Company and its Group.

6.5 On an annual basis, the Board shall evaluate:

A) The quality and efficiency of the functioning of the Board.

B) The performance of their duties by the Chairman of the Board and by the Managing
Director, starting from the report presented to it by the Appointments and
Compensation Committee.

C) The functioning of its Committees, starting from the reporting presented to it by
said Committees.

6.6 The Board will also be responsible, to the extent legally possible, for establishing
the bases for proper and efficient coordination between the Company and its
investees, in all cases respecting the decision-making independence of their managing
bodies and executives in conformity with the Company's own interests and those of
each of its investees.



6.7 The Board of Directors shall issue Regulations that regulate related party
transactions, subject to the law.

The responsibilities set forth in the preceding letters, relating to the functions of the
Board, are without limitation and are deemed to also include any other powers which,
although not expressly referred to but relating to those functions, can be regarded as
being necessarily for the attention and decision of the Board itself, whether by reason
of their being analogous or corresponding to, or inferred by, the powers set forth.

The Board of Directors may approve rules that implement and coordinate the exercise
of these competencies.

Article 7. Specific functions relating to the financial statements, management report
and report on corporate governance

7.1 After the appropriate report from the Audit and Compliance Committee, the Board
will formally prepare the individual and consolidated financial statements and
management reports in clear and precise terms so as to facilitate a proper
understanding of their contents. The Board will take care to ensure that they present a
true and fair view of the net worth, the financial position, and the results of the
Company, pursuant to the provisions of the Law.

7.2 Before approving the formal preparation of the financial statements as required by
the Law, all Directors must have the necessary information for doing so and may, if
appropriate, express such reservations as they deem appropriate.

7.3 Each year the Board of Directors will approve a report on corporate governance in
such terms as may be established by statute or regulations.

Article 8. Specific securities market-related functions

8.1 The Board will perform directly or delegate as many functions as may be required
by virtue of ENDESA's status as a listed company.

8.2 In particular, the Board will perform the following specific securities market-related
functions directly or through the Audit and Compliance Committee:

A) Overseeing the establishment of internal control mechanisms for periodic public
information of a financial nature and, in general, information for the financial markets
as well as information on as many facts, decisions or circumstances as may be material
to the market price of the shares with a view to promoting as far as possible the
proper formation of the prices of the shares of the Company, avoiding, in particular,
manipulation and abuses of insider information.

B) Approving the Company's Regulations on Conduct in relation to Securities Markets.



Article 9. Principles governing conduct

9.1 The Board will particularly safeguard the interests of all the shareholders at all
times in conformity with whatever is required in the corporate interest.

9.2 The Board will also establish as many mechanisms as may be necessary to
scrutinize any decisions adopted by any of its members or corporate bodies where
delegated functions are performed.

9.3 The Board will be collectively accountable to the General Shareholders’ Meeting
for its decisions.

Article 10. Call notices and venue for Board meetings

10.1 The Board will meet at least once every two months. Regular Board Meetings will
deal with general matters relating to the conduct of the Company's business, and the
items on the agenda. At these periodic meetings, the Board will receive information on
the most significant business management aspects, as well as on any situations
foreseeably critical to the Company and on any actions proposed by Senior
Management to deal with them.

10.2 The Chairman may call a Board Meeting as often as he deems appropriate. Calling
a meeting shall be compulsory when requested by at least two Directors.
The Chairman will set the agenda for all Board Meetings. One third of the members of
the Board may, prior to the holding of the Meeting, request the inclusion of such items
as they may see fit to deal with.

Once the meeting has been called to order, each Director may propose other agenda
items not initially contemplated.

10.3 Call notices for Board Meetings will be served by mail, e-mail or any other means
of remote communication on each of the Directors at least forty-eight hours prior to
the date set for the Meeting in question and will include the agenda.
The Chairman may, for reasons of urgency, call a Board Meeting by any of these means
or even by telephone without giving the stipulated minimum prior notice. The urgency
must be discerned by the majority of the attendees before the Meeting begins.

10.4 Board Meetings will take place normally at the registered office of the Company
but may be held elsewhere, as determined by the Chairman and indicated in the call
notice, in conformity with the provisions of the Bylaws of the Company.

10.5 Board meetings may be held in one or several rooms simultaneously provided

that the interactivity and intercommunication in real time by means of audiovisual

or telephone systems and, therefore, the unison of the meeting, is guaranteed. In
such case, the system of connection and, as the case may be, the places where the
necessary technical means for attending and participating at the Meeting are available



will be stated in the meeting notice. Resolutions shall be deemed to have been
adopted in the place where the Chairman is located.

Without prejudice to the foregoing, and unless precluded by Law, resolutions may be
adopted in writing in lieu of a meeting, subject to the requisites and formalities
established by the Mercantile Registry Regulations.

Article 11. Convening of, and representation and adoption of resolutions at Board
Meetings

11.1 The Board of Directors shall be validly assembled when the majority of its
Members attends the meeting, in person or by proxy.

11.2 Each Director may have another member of the Board represent him in
accordance with the provisions of the Company's Bylaws.

11.3 Resolutions must be adopted with the favorable vote of the absolute majority of
the Directors attending the meeting in person or by proxy. In the event of a tie the
Chairman, or Acting Chairman, will have the tie-breaking vote. Voting in writing in lieu
of a meeting will only be permitted if no Director objects to this procedure and the
requirements established by corporate legislation are satisfied.

Article 12. Executive Committee and Committees of the Board of Directors

12.1 The Executive Committee, the Audit and Compliance Committee and the
Appointments and Compensation Committee are created in conformity with the
Bylaws.

The latter two Committees will have study and proposal functions and, as the case may
be, decision-making power in such matters as are determined by these Regulations or
delegated by the Board.

The composition of the aforementioned bodies must reasonably reflect the structure
of the Board.

12.2 As part of its organizational power and in order to best perform its functions, the
Board of Directors may create other Committees and decide on their powers and
composition.

Article 13. Executive Committee

13.1 The Executive Committee will be composed of at least five and not more than
seven Directors, including the Chairman and the Managing Director.

The Chairman of the Board of Directors will chair Executive Committee and the
Secretary of the Board of Directors will act as such on the Executive Committee. The
rules on substituting such officers are as stipulated for the Board of Directors.



13.2 The Executive Committee has the power to adopt resolutions pursuant to the
powers delegated to it by the Board.

13.3 The appointment of the members of the Executive Committee will require the
favorable vote of at least two thirds of the members of the Board.

13.4 Resolutions of the Executive Committee on matters for which it has been
delegated powers by the Board must be implemented as soon as they have been
adopted. However, in cases where, in the opinion of the Chairman or of the majority of
the members of the Executive Committee, the importance of the matter so advises,
the resolutions of the Executive Committee will be submitted for subsequent
ratification by the Board.

13.5 The Secretary of the Executive Committee, who will be the Secretary of the Board,
will draw up minutes of the resolutions adopted, and apprise the Board of them in its
next meeting.

Article 14. Audit and Compliance Committee

14.1 The Audit and Compliance Committee will comprise a minimum of four and a
maximum of six members of the Board of Directors appointed with the favorable vote
of the majority of the Board itself. Non-executive Directors must form a majority of its
members. At least one of the members of the Audit and Compliance Committee shall
be independent and shall be appointed in consideration of his or her knowledge and
experience in the area of accounting, auditing or both.

14.2 The Chairman of the Auditing and Compliance Committee shall be appointed by
the Board of Directors from among the non-executive Directors or members who do
not hold management or executive duties at the entity, nor maintain a contractual
relationship other than the condition by which they are appointed, with the favorable
vote of the majority of the Board itself. The Chairman must be substituted every four
years and may be re-elected after one year after his vacating office has lapsed.

In the Chairman's absence, the Committee member designated provisionally by the
Board of Directors will substitute for him and, failing this, the oldest Committee
member.

14.3 The Board of Directors shall strive to appoint the members of the Audit and
Compliance Committee, especially its Chairman, bearing in mind their knowledge and
experience in accounting, auditing or risk management.

14.4 The Audit and Compliance Committee will meet as often as convened by its
Chairman, when so resolved by the majority of its members or at the request of the
Board of Directors. Committee meetings will take place at the Company's registered
offices or at such other venue as may be determined by the Chairman and stated in
the meeting notice.



Committee meetings will be validly assembled when the majority of the Committee
members attend in person or by proxy.

14.5 Resolutions must be adopted with the favorable vote of the majority of the
Directors attending the meeting. In the event of a tie, the Chairman or Acting
Chairman, will have the tie-breaking vote.

14.6 The Audit and Compliance Committee may seek external advice, when it deems
necessary for the performance of its duties as well as summon any employee or officer
of the Company.

14.7 The Secretary of the Committee shall be that of the Board of Directors who will

draft the minutes of the resolutions passed thereat and the Board will be informed

of these resolutions.

14.8 The main task of the Committee is to promote good corporate governance and
ensure the transparency of all actions of the Company in the economic and financial
area and external and compliance audits and internal audits, and in any event it will be
entrusted with the following functions:

A) Report any matters proposed by Shareholders on matters of its competence to the
General Shareholders' Meeting.

B) Propose the auditors or audit firms to the Board of Directors who will refer this
issue to the General Shareholders' Meeting, pursuant to Article 58 of the Company's
Bylaws.

C) Supervise the efficiency of the Company’s Internal Control System and risk
management systems, as well as discuss with the auditors or auditing companies the
significant weaknesses of the internal control system detected in performing the audit.

D) Supervise the process for preparation and presentation of regulated financial
reporting.

E) Supervise the internal auditing services, which includes, inter alia, the following
duties:

1. Strive for the independence and efficiency of the internal auditing function; propose
the selection, appointment, re-election and removal of the person responsible for the
internal auditing service; propose the budget for such service; receive periodic
information on its activities; and verify that senior management takes into
consideration the conclusions and recommendations of its reports.

2. Establish and supervise a mechanism that allows employees to communicate
confidentially and, if deemed appropriate, anonymously, any potentially important



irregularities, especially financial and accounting ones, observed from within the
Company.

F) Liaise with the auditors or audit firms and, in particular:

1. Bring before the Board the proposals relating to selection, appointment, re-election
and substitution of the auditor, as well as the conditions for contracting same.

2. Regularly receive from the auditor information on the audit plan and the results of
the execution thereof, and verify that senior management bears in mind its
recommendations.

3. Ensure the independence of the auditor and, for such purpose:

i) The Audit and Compliance Committee shall receive annually from the auditors or
auditing companies written confirmation of their independence vis-à-vis the Company
and/or entities directly or indirectly related to the Company, as well as information on
the additional services of any type rendered.

ii) The Audit and Compliance Committee shall issue annually, prior to the issuance of
the auditors’ report, a report which will express an opinion on the independence of the
auditors or auditing companies. This report must in any case pronounce on the
provision of the additional services referred to in the above section.

iii) That the Company report as a material fact to the Spanish Securities Market
Commission (Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores; CNMV) the change of auditor
and accompany a declaration on the eventual existence of disagreements with the
outgoing auditor and, if any, the content thereof.

iv) That it be ensured that the Company and the auditor respect rules in force on the
provision of non-auditing services, limits on the concentration of the auditor’s business
and, in general, further rules established in order to ensure the independence of the
auditors;

v) That in case of resignation of the auditor, it examine the circumstances motivating
same.

4. In the case of groups, to favor that the group’s auditor assume the responsibility for
the audits of the companies forming the group.

G) Report on proposals for amending the company’s Code of Ethics.

These duties will be deemed to be without limitation and without prejudice to such
other duties as may be entrusted to the Committee by the Board of Directors.

14.9 The person responsible for internal auditing shall present to the Audit and
Compliance Committee its annual work plan; it shall report directly on any incidents



which occur in development thereof; and it shall present at the end of each fiscal year
an activities report.

14.10 The Audit Committee shall report to the Board, prior to the adoption by the
latter of the pertinent decisions, on the following matters:

A) The financial information which, due to its status as a listed company, the Company
must make public periodically. The Committee shall ensure that the intermediate
financial statements are formulated pursuant to the same accounting criteria as the
annual financial statements and, for such purpose, shall consider the appropriateness
of a limited review of the auditor.

B) The creation or acquisition of stakes in special purpose vehicles or entities domiciled
in countries or territories considered to be tax havens, as well as any other
transactions or operations of an analogous nature which, due to their complexity, may
discredit the transparency of the group.

C) Related party transactions, in the terms regulated by the Board of Directors.

Article 15. Appointments and Compensation Committee

15.1 The Appointments and Compensation Committee shall be formed by a minimum
of four and a maximum of six members of the Board of Directors, appointed with the
favorable vote of the majority of the Board itself. Non-executive Directors must form a
majority of its members.

The Board of Directors shall strive to appoint the members of the Appointments and
Compensation Committee, taking into consideration their knowledge, aptitudes and
experience.

15.2 The Chairman of the Appointments and Compensation Committee shall be
appointed by the Board of Directors from among the non-executive Directors, with the
favorable vote of the majority of the Board itself. The Chairman must be removed
every four years and may be re-elected after one year after his removal has lapsed.

In the Chairman's absence, the Committee member designated provisionally by the
Board of Directors will substitute for him and, failing this, the oldest Committee
member.

15.3 The Appointments and Compensation Committee will meet as often as convened
by its Chairman, when so resolved by the majority of its members or at the request of
the Board of Directors. Committee meetings will take place at the Company's
registered offices or at such other venue as may be determined by the Chairman and
stated in the meeting notice.

Committee meetings will be validly assembled when the majority of the Committee
members attend in person or by proxy.



15.4 Resolutions must be adopted with the favorable vote of the majority of the
Directors attending the meeting. In the event of a tie, the Chairman or Acting
Chairman, will have the tie-breaking vote.

15.5 The Appointments and Compensation Committee may seek external advice, when
it deems necessary for the performance of its duties.

15.6 The Secretary of the Committee shall be that of the Board of Directors who will

draft the minutes of the resolutions passed thereat and the Board will be informed

of these resolutions.

15.7 The Appointments and Compensation Committee will be entrusted with, among
other functions, the functions of reporting on and proposing the appointment of the
members of the Board of Directors, whether in the event of co-optation or for
proposal to the General Shareholders’ Meeting, guaranteeing that the selection
procedures do not suffer from implicit flaws which impair the selection of female
Directors. Furthermore, it shall report on their remuneration.

The Committee will also be entrusted with the following functions:

A) To evaluate the competencies, knowledge and experience necessary on the Board.
Consequently, to define the functions and aptitudes necessary in the candidates to
cover each vacancy, and evaluate the time and dedication required in order that they
may properly perform their mandate.

B) To propose to the Board of Directors the members to form part of the Executive
Committee and each one of the Committees.

C) To report to the Board of Directors on ENDESA Senior Management appointments
and removals, and on Chief Executive appointments at Enersis, Chilectra and Endesa
Chile.

D) To approve the compensation of the members of Senior Management in the terms
defined in the preceding section.

E) To decide on the adoption of compensation arrangements for Senior Management
that take into account the earnings of the companies. Also, it must ascertain and
assess the Company's policy on executives, particularly in the areas of training,
promotion and recruitment.

F) To determine the specific rules on relationships between the Chairman, and the
Managing Director, and the Company.

G) To prepare, amend and approve the Charter Governing Senior Management.



H) To strive for the observance of the remuneration policy established by the
Company.

These duties will be deemed to be without limitation and without prejudice to such
other duties as may be entrusted to the Committee by the Board of Directors. The
Board may require the Committee to prepare reports on matters falling specifically
within its jurisdiction.

The Appointments and Compensation Committee shall consult the Chairman and the
Managing Director of the Company, especially when dealing with matters relating to
executive Directors and senior officers. Any Director may request that the
Appointments Committee take into consideration, if deemed suitable, potential
candidates to fill vacancies in the position of Director.

Article 16. Advisory Councils

16.1 The Board may resolve to set up Advisory Councils which, without the status of
corporate bodies, can study and report on such issues as the Board may deem to be of
interest to the performance of its functions.

16.2 The Board will, at the Chairman's proposal, approve the appointments of Advisory
Council members who must be individuals of renowned prestige by virtue of their
professional credentials in Spain or abroad.

16.3 The Board will also, at the Chairman's proposal, approve the matters to be
studied by the Advisory Council members and, in particular, those aimed at attaining
enhanced knowledge of the Company's environment and of the prospects for change
in the Spanish and international markets, development in applied technologies or in
the organization of enterprises, as well as the integration and consolidation of the
Group's companies.

Article 17. Relations with the shareholders in general

17.1 The Board will establish the proper mechanisms to be apprised of any proposals
that shareholders may make in relation to the management of the Company.

17.2 The Board will oversee any information systems that may be established by the
Company for the various groups of shareholders, without this entailing any privilege
for any of them.

17.3 The Board of Directors, subject to a report by the Audit and Compliance
Committee, shall approve on an annual basis a report on the Company’s corporate
governance with the contents legally applicable, together with those which, as the
case may be, it deems appropriate.



The annual corporate governance report shall be made public at the time the Annual
General Shareholders’ Meeting is convened or prior to the calling thereof. The report
shall have the dissemination provided by law.

17.4 The Company shall maintain a corporate website for the information of
shareholders and investors on which, the information provided by law, inter alia, shall
be made public.

Article 18. Relations with the General Shareholders’ Meeting

The Board will, by furnishing the due information, encourage the participation of
shareholders at Shareholders Meetings, as provided for in the General Shareholders’
Meeting Regulations.

The Board will adopt such measures as may be appropriate to facilitate performance
by the General Shareholders’ Meeting of the functions specific to it pursuant to the
Law, the Corporate Bylaws and the Shareholders Meeting Regulations.

Article 19. Relations with the Auditors

The Board will, either directly or through the Audit and Compliance Committee, forge
an objective, professional and ongoing relationship with the Company's auditors
appointed by the General Shareholders’ Meeting; it will respect their independence
and arrange for them to be furnished with all the necessary information.

The relationship referred to in the preceding paragraph and with the Internal Audit
Manager will normally be conducted through the Audit and Compliance Committee.

The Board of Directors shall strive to present the financial statements to the General
Shareholders’ Meeting without reservations or exceptions in the auditors’ report and,
in the exceptional cases in which they exist, both the Chairman of the Audit Committee
as well as the auditors shall clearly explain to the shareholders the contents and scope
of said reservations or exceptions.

Article 20. Relations with Senior Management.

The Board may request information on the actions of Senior Management of the
Company and may ask for such explanations as it sees fit. The request will be made by
the Chairman through the Board Secretary and will be conveyed by the Managing
Director.

Article 21. Appointment of Directors

The General Shareholders’ Meeting or, as the case may be, the Board will be
responsible for appointing Board members in conformity with the provisions of the
Capital Corporations Law and the Corporate Bylaws.



The proposal for appointment or re-election of Directors brought by the Board of
Directors to the General Shareholders’ Meeting shall be approved by the Board of
Directors at the proposal of the Appointments and Compensation Committee, in the
case of Independent Directors, and following a report by said Committee in the case of
the remaining Directors.

Article 22. Incompatibilities

Those persons subject to the prohibitions of article 213 of the Spanish Capital
Corporations Law (Ley de Sociedades de Capital) and other legal provisions may not be
appointed as Directors.

Article 23. Term of office

The term of office of Directors shall be four years. They may be re-elected for periods
of like duration.

Article 24. Reappointment of Directors

The Appointments and Compensation Committee shall necessarily report on the
proposed re-election of the Directors the Board decides to present to the General
Shareholders’ Meeting.

Article 25. Removal and vacating of office by Directors

25.1 Directors shall cease in their position when the period for which they were
appointed has transpired, as well as in all other applicable circumstances in accordance
with the Law, the Bylaws and these Regulations.

25.2 Directors must place their office at the disposal of the Board, and formalize the
pertinent resignation, when:

A) their remaining on the Board of Directors may impair the credit and reputation of
the Company, or

B) they are subject to any of the cases of incompatibility or prohibition provided by law
and when the Board, following a report by the Appointments and Compensation
Committee, resolves that the Director has seriously violated his or her obligations.

25.3 When due to any cause the removal of a Director takes place, the latter may not
render services at another competing entity during a period of two years, unless the
Board exempts him or her from this obligation or shortens the duration of the
aforesaid prohibition.

25.4 In the event that a Director ceases in his position, whether due to resignation or
otherwise, prior to the end of his mandate he must explain the reasons in a letter to be
sent to all Board members. Without prejudice to said removal being reported as a



material fact, a report must be given on the reason for the removal in the Annual
Corporate Governance Report.

Article 26. Directors' duties

26.1 It is the duty of all Directors to contribute to the role of the Board to promote and
oversee the management of the Company. In performing their functions, they will act
faithfully in the corporate interest, and with loyalty and due care. Their conduct must
be guided solely by the corporate interest, interpreted with full independence, and
they will ensure at all the times that the interests of the shareholders as a whole, from
whom their authority originates and to whom they are accountable, are best defended
and protected.

26.2 The Directors, by virtue of their appointment, are obliged, in particular, to:

A) Obtain the necessary information and prepare adequately for meetings of the Board
and of the corporate bodies to which they belong to.

B) Attend meetings of the corporate bodies of which he forms part and participate
actively in their debates with a view to contributing effectively to the decision-making
process. If he is unable to attend a meeting to which he has been called for just cause
he must instruct the Director, if any, representing him.

C) Disclose transactions by family members and by companies related, by ownership,
to the Director if such transactions are material to the management of the Company.

D) Dedicate to their duties the time and effort necessary in order to perform the
position efficiently. Consequently, Directors must report to the Appointments and
Compensation Committee their remaining professional obligations in case they may
interfere with the dedication required.

E) Directors shall be governed, in the performance of their obligations, by the general
principles and criteria of conduct contained in the Company’s Code of Ethics.

26.3 Directors affected by proposals for appointment, reappointment or removal will
refrain from participating in debates and voting on such matters. Voting will be by
secret ballot.

Article 27. Duty of confidentiality

27.1 Confidential information must be kept secret by Directors, even after they no
longer perform their functions, as must information, data, reports or background
details coming to their attention as a result of their holding office, and cannot be
communicated to third parties or disclosed where such disclosure could have
damaging consequences for corporate interests.



The duty referred to in the preceding paragraph is excluded in cases where legislation
permits communication or disclosure of the above to third parties or, as the case may
be, where the above is required or to be sent to the respective supervisory authorities,
in which case the disclosure of information must comply with legislative provisions.

27.2 Where the Director is a legal entity, the duty of secrecy will be incumbent on the
representative of the legal entity.

Article 28. Use of information and corporate assets

28.1 Directors may not use for private purposes nonpublic information of the
Company, unless there is no detriment to the Company, or if the information is
irrelevant for transactions to buy or sell securities of the Company. In any event, the
rules of conduct established by legislation and by the Company's Internal Regulations
on Conduct in Securities Markets must be observed.

28.2 No Director may personally use the assets of the Company or use his position in
the Company to obtain a financial advantage unless sufficient consideration is paid. If
he has a dispensation from the obligation to pay such consideration, the financial
advantage thus obtained will be treated as indirect compensation and must be
authorized by the Appointments and Compensation Committee.

Article 29. Business opportunities and conflict of interest

29.1 Directors may not use the Company's name or rely on their status as Directors of
the Company to engage in transactions for their own account or for that of persons
related to them.

29.2 No Director may, for his own account or for that of persons related to him, make
an investment or engage in any transaction relating to the Company's assets that has
come to his attention by reason of his office, where that investment or transaction
would have been offered to the Company or the Company would have been interested
in it, provided that the Company has not rejected the investment or transaction
without the influence of the Director.

29.3 The Directors must disclose to the Board of Directors any direct or indirect conflict
of interest between them and the Company. In the event of a conflict of interest, the
relevant Director will refrain from involvement in any agreements or decisions relating
to any transaction to which the conflict of interest relates.

29.4 In any event, information on any conflicts of interest affecting the Directors of the
Company will be reported according to the law in force.

29.5 The Directors must disclose any direct or indirect interest held by them or their
related parties in the capital of a company engaging in an activity of a type identical,
analogous or complementary to that constituting the corporate purpose, as well as any



offices held or functions performed by them at such company, in each case, according
to the law in force.

Furthermore, the director must report the carrying out of activities as independent
contractors or salaried employees, at companies having the same, analogous or
complementary activity as the one forming the corporate purpose. Said information
shall be disclosed in the annual report in accordance with current law in force.

29.6 For the purposes of this Article, the following will be deemed to be persons
related to Directors:

A) The spouse or spousal-equivalent of a Director.

B) The ascendants, descendants and siblings of a Director or the spouse of a Director.

C) The spouses of the ascendants, descendants and siblings of a Director.

D) Companies in which a Director is, himself or through an interposed person, in any of
the positions provided for in Article 42 of the Spanish Commercial Code.

29.7 Where a Director is a legal entity, the following will be deemed to be related
persons:

A) Partners who are, with respect to a legal entity director, subject to any of the
situations of control contemplated by law.

B) De facto or de iure Directors, liquidators and attorneys-in-fact holding general
powers of attorney from the Director.

C) Companies forming part of the same group, and their shareholders.

D) Persons who, with respect to the representative of the Director, are deemed to be
persons related to Directors in conformity with the provisions of the preceding
paragraph.

Article 30. Right to counseling and information

30.1 The Directors will, whenever the performance of their functions so requires, have
access to all the Company's services and may request such information and counseling
as they may require on any matter. The right to information extends to investees and
the request will be made by the Chairman through the Board Secretary and conveyed
by the Managing Director.

30.2 The Directors will, by majority, also have the power to propose to the Board the
engagement, at the Company's expense, of such legal, accounting, technical, financial,
commercial or other advisers as they consider necessary in order to be aided in the



discharge of their duties where it concerns specific problems of a certain importance
and complexity related to the performance of their work.

30.3 The above proposal must be notified to the Company Chairman through the
Board Secretary and will be conveyed by the Managing Director. The Board may refuse
to approve financing for the advisory services referred to in the preceding paragraph
on the ground that they are not necessary for the performance of the functions
entrusted, that their amount is disproportionate to the importance of the problem, or
if it considers that such technical assistance could be adequately provided by Company
personnel.

30.4 The Company shall establish an orientation program which shall provide new
Directors with a speedy and sufficient knowledge of the Company, as well as of its
rules of corporate governance. In addition, it shall also offer Directors knowledge
recycling programs when circumstances so advise.

Article 31. Liability

31.1 The Directors will be liable to the Company, to the shareholders and to creditors
of the Company for any damage they cause by reason of acts or omissions contrary to
the Law or to the Bylaws or in breach of the duties inherent in their office.

31.2 A person acting as a de facto Director of the Company will be personally liable to
the Company, to the shareholders and to creditors for any damage he causes by
reason of acts contrary to the Law or to the Bylaws or in breach of the duties imposed
by the Law on those who formally have the status of Director pursuant to the Law.

31.3 All the members of the management body that performed the act or adopted the
damaging resolution will be jointly and severally liable, unless they prove that they
were not involved in its adoption and implementation and were either unaware of its
existence or were aware of its existence but did everything appropriate to prevent the
damage or, at least, expressly objected to it.

31.4 Under no circumstances may the fact of the damaging act or resolution having
been adopted, authorized or ratified by the General Shareholders’ Meeting serve as a
release from liability.

Article 32. Directors' compensation

32.1 Directors' compensation is composed of the following items: a fixed monthly
salary and a share in income. The overall annual compensation of the entire Board and
for the foregoing items will be one thousandth of the profits of the consolidated group,
as approved by the General Shareholders’ Meeting, although the Board of Directors
may reduce this percentage in the fiscal years it deems appropriate. All the foregoing is
without prejudice to the provisions of the third paragraph of this Article on attendance
fees.



It will be for the Board of Directors to set the distribution of the mentioned amount
among the previous items and among the Directors when, as and how it freely
determines.

32.2 The members of the Board of Directors will also receive fees for attending each
meeting of the managing bodies of the Company and its Committees. The amount of
said per diem shall be, at the most, the amount which, in accordance with the above
paragraphs, is determined to be the fixed monthly allocation. The Board of Directors
may, within this limit, establish the amount of the per diems.

32.3 The compensation provided for in the preceding paragraphs and arising from
membership of the Board of Directors will be compatible with other payments
receivable by the Directors as professionals or employees for any other executive or
advisory functions performed by them for the Company other than those of oversight
and collective decision-making which are specific to their status as Directors and will
be subject to any legal rules applicable to them.

32.4 In accordance with the provisions of Section 218.2 of the Spanish Capital
Corporations Law, the Directors may only receive remuneration for profit-sharing may
only be received by Directors after the legal and statutory reserves and allocations
have been covered and after the shareholders have been recognized a minimum
dividend of 4%.

32.5 External Directors shall have no compensation other than that necessary to
remunerate their dedication without compromising their independence, except for
group insurance, and civil liability insurance, pertaining to their actions as Directors.

32.6 In accordance with paragraph 3 of this Article, the Chairman will also receive such
compensation as may be established in determining the specific legal rules governing
his relationship with the Company.

Apart from what is provided in the preceding paragraphs for Directors of the Company
and in accordance with paragraph 3 of this Article, the Managing Director will also
receive the compensation stipulated in the contract between him and the Company,
which will specify his rights and obligations during and after his relationship with the
Company.

The amounts of fixed compensation, the applicability of variable compensation, and
the compensation of the Chairman and of the Managing Director under their specific
arrangements, must be proposed by the Appointments and Compensation Committee
to the Board, and will be subject to the obligation of transparency.

32.7 The Board of Directors shall approve an annual report on the Director
compensation policy, at the proposal of the Appointments and Compensation
Committee. This report shall be made available to the shareholders.



Article 33. Differentiation of functions.

The Chairman of the Board and the Managing Director, as the highest authorities at
individual level in the Company, will have differentiated functions as established in the
Corporate Bylaws and in these Regulations.

Article 34. Chairman of the Board of Directors

34.1 The Board will choose a Chairman from among its members and, in addition to
the functions assigned by the Law and the Bylaws, the Chairman will also be
responsible for promoting the governance of the Company and of its investees as a
whole, directing the functioning of the Board, ensuring that the members of the Board
have adequate information, and representing the Company, in particular, in dealings
with the various public authorities, securities market institutions, public agencies,
companies and associations in the electricity industry.

34.2 The Chairman will chair the Executive Committee, have permanent authority to
represent the Committee in accordance with the Corporate Bylaws, and, in any voting,
will have the casting vote.

34.3 The Chairman shall be responsible for the efficient functioning of the Board and,
therefore: shall ensure that the Directors previously receive sufficient information;
shall stimulate the debate and active participation of Directors during Board meetings,
safeguarding their freedom to take a position and express their opinion; and shall
organize and coordinate with the chairmen of the relevant Committees the periodic
evaluation of the Board.

34.4 The Chairman of the Board may delegate all or some of his powers to other
members of the Board of the Company unless such delegation is expressly prohibited
by the Law.

34.5 In the event of a vacancy, or his absence or illness, the Chairman may be
substituted by the relevant Deputy Chairman or otherwise by the oldest Director.

Article 35. Deputy Chairmen of the Board of Directors

The Board may choose one or more Deputy Chairmen following a report from the
Appointments and Compensation Committee. Where there are several Deputy
Chairmen, the oldest will substitute the Chairman in the event of a vacancy, or his
absence or illness, and act as Chairman of the Board.

Article 36. Managing Director

36.1 The Board of Directors shall appoint a Managing Director, who will be responsible
for managing the Company in accordance with the powers and authorities delegated
by the Board of Directors.



36.2 He will be in charge of all the services of the Company and will be the head of
Senior Management of the Company.

36.3 The Managing Director is also responsible for implementing and monitoring the
general strategy of the Company and its lines of business, as well as overseeing and
monitoring relations between the Company and its investees in conformity with the
provisions of Article 6 of these Regulations.

36.4 In the event of a vacancy in the office, or absence or illness, of the Managing
Director, his functions and responsibilities will be assumed on a transitional basis by
the Chairman, who will urgently agree with the necessary corporate bodies on the
delegation of those functions and responsibilities to a Director or to such members of
Senior Management as he sees fit.

Article 37. Secretary of the Board of Directors

37.1 The Board, acting in plenary, will, at the Chairman's proposal, and following a
report by the Appointments and Compensation Committee, appoint a Secretary, who
must be a law graduate and will have the following functions, apart from those
conferred by law and by the Bylaws:

A) To keep the corporate documentation, duly reflect in the minutes books the
proceedings at meetings and certify the resolutions of the corporate bodies.

B) To see to it that the activities of the Board are lawful from the formal and
substantive standpoints, and ensure that its procedures and rules of governance are
respected.

C) To channel, in general, dealings between the Company and the Directors in all
matters relating to the functioning of the Board, in conformity with the Chairman's
instructions.

D) To deal with requests from Directors for information and documentation on matters
of which the Board should be apprised.

E) To ensure observance of corporate governance principles and rules and the
provisions of the Company's Bylaws and Regulations and, especially, in order that the
Board’s actions:

1. Shall formally and materially conform with the law;
2. Shall conform with the Corporate Bylaws, Regulations and other internal
regulations;
3. Shall take into account recommendations on good governance.

37.2 Without prejudice to his reporting to the Board Chairman, the Secretary has
independence to professionally perform the functions set forth in the preceding
paragraphs.



37.3 The Secretary, who will have such status on the various corporate bodies, may
also hold office as legal counsel to the corporate bodies and as General Secretary, and
in this latter capacity he may, reporting to the Managing Director, assist with the
integration, coordination and consolidation of the Company and its lines of business.

FINAL PROVISION

The status of Director implies acceptance in writing of these Regulations and the
declaration that the Director is not subject to any of the incompatibilities established
in these Regulations. Directors and sign and renew on an annual basis a declaration of
activities and assets that are related to the Company.


